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FOREWORD
am glad that Sardar Sohan Singh, the wellknown translator and interpreter of Guru Nanak's
'Japuji' has agreed to the publication by the
University of his scholarly commentary on Guru
Nanak's other famous composition 'AsaDiVar'.
Being a part of Sikh Liturgy, it is sung daily in the
morning, to the accompaniment of instrumental
music, in all places of Sikh worship. Sardar Sohan
Singh has a good command over the religious
idiom of Medieval Punjab as well as the English
Language. This, combined with his deep understanding of religious philosophy, makes him a
very suitable person for the job. His translation
and commentary is faithful to the text and, at the

same time, it is lucidly written. It is my earnest
hope that this work, The Ballad of God and Man,
will succeed in carrying to the English-knowing
world the message of Guru Nanak's Asa Di Var.

Guru Nanak Dev University,
Amritsar.

J. S. Grewal
Vice-Chancellor
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PREFACE
Almost all the compositions included in the Guru Granth, the
sacred book of the Sikhs, are arranged according to ragas, musical
measures, in which they were originally intended to be sung.
All standard text books on Indian music are unanimous in
their belief that proper execution of a raga is possible only if it
is sung at the prescribed time of the day or night.
Asa, one of the 31 ragas in which the compositions of the
Guru Granth are set, is a morning raga. A number of Guru
Nanak's compositions are composed in raga Asa, including a
well-known Var (ode or ballad) popularly called Asa di Var.
Var was, and^generally speaking, continues to be a typically
Panjabi folk verse-form, originally meant to celebrate the exploits
of a hero in clash of arms.
In the Var of the Asa measure, Guru Nanak maintained
the usual brisk metre but effected drastic changes in the content
by replacing the episodic element by metaphysical, didactic and
socio-political themes.
He was, probably, the first Panjabi poet to have thought of
utilizing popular verse-forms for ideological purposes.
Guru Nanak's Var is a string of Salokas, miscellaneous
poetical pieces and pauris, rungs of the stair. The Salokas were
believed by the late Dr. Sahib Singh, a competent authority on
the Guru Granth, to have been inserted at their present positions
by Guru Arjan, the compiler-editor of the original copy of the
Granth.
Whether we agree with Dr. Sahib Singh's view or accept the
opinion of others who credit Guru Nanak himself with the present
placement of his Salokas, it is certain that Guru Arjan had in
his possession, along with the whole literary material which he
compiled in the Granth, a. number of stray poetical pieces of Guru
*
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Nanak and his three successors, Guru Angad, Guru Amar Das
and Guru Ram Das, in which they had dwelt on various theological and socio-political problems.
It can be established, at least in the case of some of these
pieces, that it was the compiler-editor who was responsible for
placing them before the pauris of the various Vars of his Gurupredecessors. The unused salokas were preserved by him in the
miscellaneous section of the Granth, under the caption Saloka
Vara te Vadlnk, making it clear that the Salokas that could not
be accommodated in the Vars had been grouped separately.
The present Asa di Var, as preserved in the Guru Granth consists of 24 pauris, 46 salokas of Guru Nanak and 14 salokas of Guru
Angad.
The musical effect of the final, expanded product, with
salokas preceding pauris, creating a pattern of alternating slow
and brisk metrical movements, must have given Guru Arjan
immense satisfaction not only because of its audal complexity but
because of the comprehensiveness of the resultant product as a
code of Sikh belief and conduct.
*

_t

It is this Var that is sung every morning to the accompaniment of orchestral music by professional or non-professional
choirs in all Sikh prayer-houses.
Guru Arjan knew that poetry set to music becomes a highly
effective moulder of human minds. Hence the reported directive
to the Sikhs to expose their minds, without fail, to the early
morning chant of the Var.
Had Guru Arjan not regarded the contents of this composition to be of prime importance for the Sikhs of his time, nay, of
all times and places, he would not have thought of advising them
to remind themselves every day about the Var's message.
It may, therefore, be concluded that Asa di Var encompasses,
more than any other composition prescribed for daily recitation,
not only the salient teachings of Guru Nanak, but also the
corporate Guru-ethos from Guru Nanak to Guru Arjan.
That being so, the Var may be regarded as a repository of
the ideas which were uppermost in the minds of the founding
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fathers, reflecting, in some measure, the internal and external
challenges faced by the nascent Sikh creed and the Guru-responses
which, in due course, determined the future of Sikh history and
polity.
The learned translator of Asa dl Var, S. Sohan Singh, a
highly competent and experienced scholar, has been able to bring
out the philosophical-cum-theological implications of the Var in
his excellent commentary, but relatively more pointed attention
to the Socio-political implications of the Var would have been
w e l c o m e ^ s it provides significant material for such interpretation.
I
It will be worthwhile for some scholars to determine the contnbution that Asa dl Var must have made towards the evolution
oTtne ideal Sikh personality, as also towards the history which
this Sikh helpedNcreate.
To me it seems that Var's major point of departure from the
then prevailing Indian religious philosophies, was the unambiguous
recognition accorded to our worldly life.
Another distinct departure lay in the fact that the religious
ideas floated in the Var were capable of being translated into a
disciplined, hard-working, well-knit socio-political organization
with strong ethical commitments, openly repudiating rituals, castesystem and slavish culture.
The importance of these departures becomes evident when
we are told that no other medieval religious movement, with the
Guru at the apex, was able to orient itself on the Sikh pattern.
^^^^^^^^^^HH

It is in this light that some of the ideas, nurtured so carefully
in the Var, deserve to be studied in depth in the context of the
period in which they were born so that their role in the build-up
of the mental attitudes of the individuals and their society may
be properly understood.
For example, let us imagine the impact of the following ideas
on the medieval believers :
Of the two, the Creator and the created, the former is
the Eternal Reality (463)*; all else has to phase out (465,
Figures in brackets indicate the page of the Guru Granth of any edition of
1430 pages.

U)
472, 475), but it would be unfair to conclude from the
mortal nature of all creation that life is a pointless enterprise and our world is not a place worth living in. The
universe is a hard fact and not just fiction. It is the
Creator's own habitat (463). Man may have been allotted a short and framed span of life in a transient world,
but it is possible for him to walk out of this frame and
step into eternity if he adheres scrupulously to the
spiritual discipline chalked out by the Guru. Human
life provides a sufficiently long opportunity to perform
creditable deeds (462, 463, 464, 465, 466, 474), especially
because the responsibility of actions is always that of
the doer (468, 470-71, 473).
For Godward journey one need not take recourse to
pilgrimages, penances, fasts, renunciation of clothes,
walking barefoot, eating obnoxiously unhygienic food,
smearing ashes, displaying denominational marks on the
body or seeking refuge in crematorial grounds (467).
On the other hand, the desirable life-style would include
containment of ambition, truth-orientedness, continence
in eating habits and non-acceptance of the world as an
end in itself (466).
Those who regard the world as an end in itself, mistake
the husk for the grain (468). To be able to reach the
grain, one has to prepare the soil of mind and body, train
instincts and sentiments, inculcate compassion, share
wealth with others and learn to live with the inner self.
To keep away evil from the mind one has to practice
contentment, self-control and truth (468).
Control over sexual reflexes in order to achieve the
discipline of hands, feet, tongue and eyes is highly,
desirable (471). Every one should try to mould his life
on ethically acceptable patterns (471).
Whenever the springs of society are vitiated by the dominance of avarice, sin, falsehood, sex, bribery, beggary,
wealth, and misuse of religion, honourable living becomes difficult (468).
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Talking in terms of balances, only such of these are
credited to one's after life account, as have been earned
through the sweat of one's brow and have been shared
with others (472).
I have no quarrel with any person who comes up with the
suggestion that, at best, such teachings may be expected to
produce honest and hard-working people, at peace with themselves, their God and their society, usually acceptable to any type
of establishment anywhere in the world, because, normally, such
persons are a non-interfering, apolitical, quietist lot, interested
mostly in saving their own souls and selves from corruption and
damnation.
But who does not know that the evolution of Sikh religion is
marked by strong streaks of socio-political involvements and gory
confrontations with successive states ?
Let us, therefore, cull a few more excerpts from the Var to
have the proper feel of its directional thrust :
Neither caste nor political power can confer real status
on any person (469).
Womenfolk must be given due respect as equal members
of our society (473).
If one were to go by what one witnesses in the contemporary situation, one would see the unusual spectacle of
the vehicle of avarice being driven by falsehood (470).
In a society such as ours, where truth is the first casualty
men are wont to become fiends and only discipline, hard
work and faith in God can come to their rescue in their
hour of travail (468).
Any one meditating on these verses again and again was sure
to experience some diminution in the awe that any reigning power
usually exercises on the minds of the people. Regular readers
must have felt encouraged to have a critical look at the working
of the society and the doings of the administrative agencies of
the state. The sufferers of the loathsome caste system and other
economically weaker sections of society, who constituted the
large majority of people, must have found such declarations of the
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faith quite attractive.
hope.

Women must have experienced a new

It is not difficult to visualize that such ideas must have led
to the expansion of the base of Sikh organization.
We have Emperor Jehangir's own testimony that the reversal
of Mughal state's tolerant policy towards the rising Sikh organization was a sudden development which resulted in the forfeiture
of Guru Arjan's right to live.
A valid question is, whether the post-Guru Arjan Guru-Sikh
reaction towards the state's policy of repression was also an
equally impulsive development or was it the result of the sustained
inculcation of a new dynamic philosophy of life which did on
preclude from its sociological sweep the right to have a critical
look at the doings of their government ?
To me it seems that Asa di Var provides a clear answer to
this question. For instance, could there be a devout Sikh whose
mind would have failed to register the loud political implications
inherent in such clear statements as the following ?
\

(a) Even the highest in the land does not have an everlasting right to the highest political office (472).
(b) Submission to or acceptance of an exploitative and
rapacious administrative system at any level amounts to
active participation in the perpetuation of corruption
and cruelty (471-72).
(c) Well-horsed, well-wived, well-housed, well-fed and
expansive bureaucracy tends to sit perpetually on the
necks of the people, even when their doom may be in
the offing (471). It must be kept in mind that most often
the bureaucrats are double-hued sycophants(468, 471).
(d) All honour to them who remain unsplit.
grain split into two ever sprout ? (468)

How can a

Let me admit that Saloka or pauri of Asa di Var presumes
the existence of a state of open war between the Gurus on the
one hand and the Lodi or Mughal regimes on the other.

( xm)
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It is also clear from the Var that the minds of the early
masters of Sikhism were greatly occupied with the problem of
preventing their newly enrolled flock of followers from succumbing
to the fatal pull of their previous religious and socio-cultural
inheritance.
But it is difficult to believe that such teachings of the Gurus,
as quoted above, did not lead to the birth of a vigilant and
conscientious intolerance of maladministration.
Moreover, if the potentialities of seed-ideas of the Gurus,
considered to be divinely ordained by the Sikhs, are explored in
the total perspective of their scathing attacks on their contemporary social, cultural and political conditions, coupled with their
consistent efforts to create a parallel organization with caste, class
and sex distinctions abolished, there would hardly be any difficulty
for an intelligent historian to predict the course that Sikh history
ultimately took.
Such in my humble opinion is the great socio-political
importance of Asa di Var, and for the Sikhs, who profess to be
true to their religious salt, this importance will never wane as long
as corruption and inequity prevail at the individual or institutional
levels provided the Var continues to be sung and pondered over.
To Sardar Sohan Singh, a dear friend, my warm personal
thanks are due for having agreed to allow the Department of
Guru Nanak Studies, Guru Nanak Dev University to publish his
"Ballad of God and Man". I have no doubt that the work will
help resolve many of the seeming contradictions in the text and
in spite of occasional differences that the readers may have with
him, much in the work will be found to be profoundly satisfying
and thoroughly refreshing.

Pritam Singh
Department of Guru Nanak Studies
Guru Nanak Dev University
Amritsar
Jan. 1, 1980
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INTRODUCTION
The most revered compositions of Guru Nanak, preserved
in the Guru Granth Sahib, the prime scripture of the Sikhs,
are 'Jap(u) and 'Asa di Var\ While both bear the authentic
stamp of their author, they differ in style, purpose and intent.
The Jap(u) is written in the form of a necklace of stanzas,
while the Asa d\ Var is written in the form of old Punjabi ballads
of wars and battles. This styl of
di Var is meaningful
because the main theme of the Var is the conflict betwee the
divine and the human. The purpose of the Jap(u) is to explain
the stages in the ascent of man to divinity. The purpose of the
Asa di Var is to portray the frustration of divinity in man, which
characterizes all but the most ex<
exceptional human societies. The
intent of the Jap(u) is to help individuals to climb the spiritual
ladder, that of the Asa di Var is to warn men against the tortuous
penetration of the raw nature of man, which is his hydra-headed
egoism, into religious and social forms and institutions, transforming them into hypocritical and even satanic perversions of
themselves.
2 These differences in the two compositions render them
The Jap(u) is
different in their intellectual and spiritual
be read in solitude with thought and
essentially a compositio
reflection. Its message is not easy to comprehend and is even
less easy to translate into practice. It is accordingly written in a
language characterized by dignity and conceptual richness. It is
almost wholly free from the religious mythology of the medieval
age. As against this, the Asa di Var is meant to be a popular
composition. It could be, and often is, sung in congregations,
because the caricature of humanity described in the greater part
of the composition could be appreciated even by the man ot
average intellect, though he may miss the message behind the
caricature. The language of the composition also accords with
•

i
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its popular nature. Expressions, such as, 'these face-blackened
men shall go into hell' (pauri 2), 'the rude man deserves to be
spat upon his face', or 'he will get shoe-beatings' (sloka 1, of
stanza XX), though they accord with the culture of the lough age,
are inconceivable in a composition like the Jap(u). Further, in
many places, it speaks the language of the religious mythology of
the age.
3. As a result of these differences between the Jap(u) and
the Asa di Var, while the Jap(u) has a place among the foremost
of India's or even the world's spiritual writings, the Asa di Var
cannot be said to enjoy that status. Nevertheless, it has its own
value. To explain the nature of divinity and alongside to depict
the raw nature of man and the brittleness of man's religious side
in the face of the never-ceasing strokes of his insinuating and
almost ineradicable egoism and to show up the dark, hidden face
of social "respectability", is one way to awaken men from their
spiritual slumber, so that they may see unambiguously what the
way of God really is in contrast to the way of the generality of
men, and walk that way if they can muster the will to do so.
i

II

\

i

4. The Asa di Var is a composition with a preface followed
by 24 stanzas, each stanza consisting of two or more slokas and
ending in a paurl, a form derived from old Punjabi war ballads
The preface gives the instruction that the composition should be
sung in the Asa rag, a particular air among the Indian musical
and that the tune in which it should be sung should be that
of the ballads in which the war-like deeds of a brave and generous
legendary king of Punjab, named Us or Asraj, who had one of his
.
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arms cut off as a result of false allegation of a love-frustrated
step-mother, were wont to be sung.
5. Except the austerely philosophical Jap(u) Guru Nanak
wrote all his other compositions to be sung to the accompaniment of music. Since ancient times music has b$en regarded in
the Indian tradition as almost sacred, as a vehicle to reach the
divine. Most of the Indian bhaktas (devotees), therefore, wrote
their compositions in the form of hymns to be sung to music.
•
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So also for Guru Nanak music loosens man from his petty concerns with himself and enables him to appreciate better the lanugage of the poetic hymns, which point to God. The singing of
hymns had thus become, among the followers of Guru Nanak, a
way of worshipping God, as is the case with many other Indian
sects. Thus the prefaced instruction to sing Asa di Var in a
particular tune harmonizes with the Indian and the Sikh way of
worshipping the Lord.
6. The 24 stanzas of the Var proper can be divided into five
parts. The first part, consisting of the first six stanzas, explains
God in His dual nature, as the Name and as Creation, apart
from particular creatures—the Sat(i) nam(u) and the Murat(i),
but Ajuni Karta of the Jap(u). For Guru Nanak, man can reach
1
the Creator only through His Creation. But He cannot be
quated with any of His creations, be they the highest among them
In this part of the Var, Guru Nanak takes us from the first crude
intuition of the religious man to the final idea of God as beyond
good and evil, God as the Creator and Sustainer of the entire
life of the Universe.
-
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*
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The second part, stanzas 7-12, describes man, with his
ineradicable egoism. It describes how his egoism contaminates
even the good deeds of men, even his religious sects, and ends
by pointing out the only way man can reconcile himself with
God.
_

The third part, stanzas 13-20 (stanza 20, excluding the
pauri) starts with a general theory of social decline through four
stages and then goes on to depict the perversions in the last stage
to show up the 'respectability' which serves as a tidy facade to
these perversions. Guru Nanak describes here typical perversions, which though told in terms of his own age, are rampant
even today, if but we had eyes to see them. Pauri 20 is in the
nature of a capstone on the third part of the Var.
The fourth part consists of stanzas 21, 22 & 23. The slokas
of these stanzas are composed mostly by Guru Angad, the foremost disciple and successor of Guru Nanak. The slokas and the
>
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pawls, composed by Guru Nanak, harmonize beautifully to
build up a unitary theme, the theme of love and service of the
Teacher and God which are essential aspects of religious life.
In a way, they tell us that the perversions of social and religious
life depicted by the Teacher in stanzas 14-20 have their antidote
in nothing else but this love and service. The egoism-generated
social and religious gloom of the earlier stanzas is thus dispersed
by this positive and clear light of love and service of God.
The fifth part consists of only the last, the 24th stanza.
Here Guru Nanak reiterates his favourite theme described in
many places in the Jap(u) ji, namely, that all men are His
creatures. It is for Him to give what role in life He may to any
of His creatures. There is nothing outside His sway and hence
it is for man to understand His Will and to abide by it. This is the
only way to counter his inveterate egoism.
7. The main theme of the five parts of Asa d\ Var as stated
above comes out clearly in the slokas. Some pauris, following
the slokas sometimes do not seem to have a clear connection with
them. But it has been found that the import of a pauri is best
understood in the context of the slokas preceding it. We will
certainly try in the following pages to comprehend the meaning
not only of each stanza as a whole but its meaning in relation to
other stanzas as well.
In the following pages, while we have given faithfully the
English translation of the various stanzas in the Asa Di Var, in
our commentary on the stanzas we have tried to delve into the
significance of the stanzas for modern times.
Ill
8. The present commentary on the Asa Di Var thus seeks
to bring into relief the unity of the theme of the Var in the same way
as our Seeker's Path sought to do for the Jap(u). By and large, the
traditional commentaries on the two compositions present their
different portions as composed on different occasions for different
purposes and often said to have been addressed to different
persons. In so far as the Jap(u) is concerned this type of exposition not only blurs out the majesty of its theme and structure but
plucks it out of the rank of the foremost of the world's religious
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compositions meant to guide men of clay to ascend the spiritual
path leading to the unitive life in its total absorption in Godconsciousness. In so far as the Asa Di Var is concerned, this type
of exposition, nainely. the Var as written in portions from time
to time for different purposes and addressed to different persons,
blacks out from the serious reader's mind the deep religious insight *
elucidated in the Var, namely, that our complacent finitude, which
takes shape in men's minds in the protean forms of egoism, is the
one stumbling block in the way of that sight, such as can be
achieved by men in their present stage of evolution of the soul,
of the Infinite Creator of Cosmic life, jagjivan data. In other
words, in varying notes and measures and models, it expounds
one of the central themes of Guru Nanak's teachings that if I
give way to egoism (in my heart), You are not there, and if You
2
reside therein, then egoism is ipso facto excluded from it.' By
giving concrete examples, the Var warns men against the treacherous forms by which this God-denying egoism can swindle men
out of a genuinely God-oriented life.
IV
9. The following points on the organization of the material
in the book will be found helpful :
(i) The material under each stanza has been organised into
three parts in the following order :
(a) Text of the stanza. The text of each stanza comprises two
or more slokas and a final paurj. The various lines of each
sloka and pauri are numbered to facilitate comparison
with the translation. The text of each stanza is given in
Roman characters to give non-Gurmukhi knowing readers
access to the original language of the Var.
(b) Translation of the stanza into English. As in the text of
the stanza, the slokas and pauris are clearly demarcated
and their lines numbered to correspond with the lines of
the text, so that the translation may be matched line to
line with the text.
*

2 Haumai kari ta tu n&hi, tu hovah(i) hau nahi Ibid., p. 1082.
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(c) Commentary on the stanza
(ii) The transliteration of th stanzas of the Asa d\
into Roman characters has been done in accordance with the
generally accepted convention. However, it is necessary to explain
one device adopted here, which is outside the established convention. In old Gurmukhi in which the Var was originally written and
the form of which continues unaltered to this day, the vowels 4*
and 'u' were attached to the last letter of a word as part of the
word for various reasons. Whatever the original convention, these
suffixes are not pronounced now-a-days. Nevertheless, it is
necessary to retain them. These unpronounced yet significant
vowels are given by us within round brackets. Thus sac, sac(i) and
sac(u) are all pronounced as sac, but sac means truth, sac(u) means
that which is or has truth, and sac(i) means in or through truth.
(iii) The Asa d\ Var contains slokas both by Guru Nanak and
his successor, Guru Angad. A sloka by Guru Nanak is captioned
as mahala 1. A sloka by Guru Angad is captioned as mahala 2(iv) The ordinal number of stanzas in the Var, con
containing
are given in Ro
slokas and
mbers. Thus stanza I
is the first stanza of the Var. Stanza XXIV is the last, the 24th
stanza of the Var.
>

SOHAN SINGH

New Delhi
May 15, 1978
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ASA DI VAR
Text
Ekoamkar Sat(i) Nam(u) Karta Purakh(u)
Nirbhau Nirvair(u) Akal Murat(i) Ajuni Saibham
Gur Prasad(i).
Translation
The Oneness of All That Exists that is to sayy the Cosmos
is that of Logos (Nam)-in-Existence (Sat). The Reality is thus
Logos-cum-Existence. The Nam is the Creator of the nature of
actualiser of potentialities posited by itself within the Cosmos.
Its creativity is uninhibited or spontaneous and generates noninconsistencies thus making for Cosmic Harmony. It is timeless. It has the capacity of materialization of finite existence.
Even so it is unborn that is to say, it is outside the causality
governing finite existence and is, therefore, by Itself. One can
attune one's life to Nam through the favour of the Teacher.
It would be worthwhile here to delve a little deeper into the
philosophical implications of the vocables used by Guru Nanak,
in this text, popularly known as the Mul Mantra, i.e., the Basic
Text of the Faith. It may be stated that all the compositions ineluded in the Guru Granth Sahib, the sacred scripture of the Sikhs,
are superscribed by this Mul Mantra or one of its shortened
forms.
Ekoamkar: Oam, sometimes named pranav in the Upanishads,
is symbolic of Brahman as the Supreme Reality. But we must
know that at places in Guru Nanak's compositions, 'Oam' is preceded by the symbol 1 and has the suffix Kar. Evidently, Oamkar
means more than Brahman. I have taken /O/ as the symbol for
Urdham, /a/ for Adham and /m/ for Madham and kar (shortened
suffix form of akar) as meaning forms or actual beings. Oamkar
thus means existence that is above, below and in between, that is

2

ASA DI VAR

to say, totality of existence or Cosmos. Ekoamkar thus means the
Oneness of the Cosmos, or the entire nature spread out in its vastness in time and space, which in all its diversity is infused with
unity. In support of this interpretation of Ekoamkar, I would like
to refer to Hardev Bahrl's elucidation of Oam itself as culled from
Ekaksri Kosa, where, in one of its meanings, it is mentioned to
imply Virat and Visva, both of which refer to the wide universe
1
or the Cosmos.
Sat(i) Nam(u) : There are two aspects of reality : the
Existent and Beyond Existent, which latter an American philosopher has termed as ideality. It is useful to distinguish between
the two aspects of Reality, because of Guru Nanak's insistence
on Nam as Nirankar (or Formless, that is, Non-material), as
something which cannot be grasped by our senses, though it is no
less real than the sense-objects. We are directly aware of such
ideality in our intuitive grasp of our own selves. If Hume denied
the existence of self, because whenever he reflected on self, he only
•stumbled' on some sensation or the other, which, of course was
not self, it was so because he failed to distinguish between Reality
as Existence and Reality as Ideality. As a matter of fact our self
is as much an empirical or directly verifiable datum of experience
for us as, for example, the pen with which I am writing this sentence. The conjunct Sat(i)Nam(u) thus means the reality of
Nam in and through the reality of existent beings or Cosmic
Nature.
*

Purakh(u) : I have explained the significance of this term
2
in my article "Mul Mantra—Some Philosophical Reflections."
Briefly, a Purakh (person) is a being that telescopes the past
into the present in the form of memory in order to actualize
itself in one of the possibilities open to it—the actualization of
these possibilities, or the evolution of itself, being felt as its
•fulfilment'. Guru Nanak wants to have us understand Nam as a
Purakh in this sense. We can see the impress of this concept of
1 Journal of Sikh Studies, Vol. II, No. 1 (February 1975) p. 34.
2 Journal of Sikh Studies, Vol. I, No. 2 (August 1974), pp. 1-11.
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God or Nam in the process of evolution where the past coalesces
with the present in carving out the future in the form of fulfilment of ever-new beings.
Nirbhau Nirvair(u) : Bhau means fear and vair means
enmity. The words, nirbhau and nirvair(u), are, therefore, often
translated as 'without fear' and 'without enmity'. Now, if God is
the sole Reality and there is no other, then fear and enmity are nonattributes in this case, because both fear and enmity assume that
there is someone else of whom we are afraid, or who is our
enemy. But bhau (fear) donotes inhibition and vair denotes inconsistency or disharmony. That vair, usually meaning enmity,
can also mean inconsistency, can be seen from Guru Nanak's
own words : haumai navai nal(i) virodh(u) hai {GGS, p. 560). Virodh
here, of course, means vair and vair in this context can only
mean inconsistency, since Nam and vair can simply not go together.
Thus, nirbhau means the uninhibited, that is, spontaneously creative, and nirvair means without inconsistency or inner conflicts,
that is to say, harmonious. As we can see, spontaneous creativity
and harmony are the attributes of Reality.
Akal: Timeless. See commentary, which follows.
Murat(i) : Finite forms or concrete things and beings with
all the qualities they possess, and which collectively constitute
Nature. By naming Murat(i) in this sutra, describing the Real,
Guru Nanak means to say that Nam has in it the capacity to
concretise itself into energy and matter, just as energy itself has
the capacity to precipitate itself into mass. Thus Nature ceases
to be a step-child of the Real and becomes a second aspect of
the Real itself.
Ajunl: Even though Nam, the Formless, has the capacity to
precipitate concrete, finite forms, its original nature as Formless
ensures that it remains outside birth and other vicissitudes
clinging to concrete finite beings. Murat(i) and Ajunj, taken
together thus mean precisely what Guru Nanak has said in other
words at another place. 'Thou has thousands of forms and yet
3
no form hast Thou.'
3 . . . sahas murat(i) nana ek tohi, GGS, p. 65.
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Saibham : The Real, being Timeless, as stated earlier in this
Mul Mantra, the predicates applicable to finite beings in time are
simply inapplicable to the Real. One of these predicates is 'caused
by so and so'. So that Nam, as ideality is beyond the causal
category. It is just by Itsctf-Svayambhii (of which the Punjabi
version is Saibham).
Gurprasad(i): Prasad(i) is often rendered as Grace, thus
making the conjunct word to mean "Guru's Grace". However,
there is a subtle distinction between 'favour' and 'Gracs' and if
we make the distinction we find the former word the more
appropriate translation of prasad(i) or parsad. Grace is, of
course, favour, but it has overtones of divine compassion, and
while the Guru or the Teacher does have compassion for the
suffering humanity, we cannot directly identify him with the
Divine. That Guru Nanak himself made this distinction is seen
by the fact that for "Grace" he invariably uses the word "karam".
Thus prasad is left with the residuary meaning of goodwill or
favour. It is in this sense that we find the word in the line :
jihprasad(i) chatti amrit khah(i)* (through whose favour we eat
all types of delicious food). In the following line from Rabindra
Nath Tagore also the synonymous word prasad carries the same
sense : Ei bono betoser bansite poruk tob noyoner parasad?—let the
favour of a glance from your eyes fall on this flute (of mine) made
from the jungle reed. The conjunct gurprasad(i) is thus usually
and correctly read to mean that we can attune our lives to the
Real by the Teacher's favour, as shown by his imparting the true
teaching to his disciples.
Commentary
I have explained the significance of some terms in the
Mul Mantra in my article mentioned above under Purakh. But
as the sub-title of the article, "Some Philosophical Reflections",
shows the article was more in the nature of some notes on
important points rather than a systematic exposition of the
Mul Mantra. Even this is not a place for a systematic exposition;
4 Ibid., p. 269
5 Sancayita, p. 433
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what can be done is to give a perspective and that is being done
in what follows :

Of

en
"

1. Like the four Mahavaks of Vedanta—Tattvam Asi, Aham
Brahmasmi, So-ham, Hansa—the Mill Mantra is the Mahavak of
Gurmat(i) or Sikh philosophy, there being no distinction between
religion and philosophy in Indian thought. Accordingly, the
Mul Mantra gives Guru Nanak's view of the Highest Reality,
knowing which, one moves from darkness to light. The central
concept in this view of the Highest Reality is that of Sat(i) Nam.
Existence-cum-Logos ; Sat, Existence, in and through Nam, Logos.
Indian philosophers say that everything is an amalgam of Nam
and Rup, name and form. Guru Nanak says that even the highest
Reality is such—it is the Formless (Nirankar, i. e. Nam) and the
realm of forms (Sat, i. e., Existence, sum of all existents). This
is in accordance with the distinction which some modern philosophers make between the real as ideality and the real as existent.
But if this distinction was final, it would leave philosophy in the
clutches of dualism, a dualism like that of purakh and Prakrti
(soul and matter) in Sankhya, or soul and substance in modern
European philosophy. Guru Nanak ferries across this dualism to
monism by positing in the Nam itself the capacity to materialise
into concrete forms, to become Murat(i). Sooner or later,
physicists are bound to stumble upon the elementary particle, the
particle of which the present flux of elementary particles would
but be variants. In that case we will have to understand how Nam
materialises to constitute this particle. As all things and beings
in the cosmos are formed by different arrangements and impacts
of elementary particles, that would lead to monism in the
philosophy of science. But we need not wait for the happy day
when the physicists discover the elementary particle to understand
the problem of materialization of Nam into Sat (Existence)'
because we are already in possession of some facts which help
us to this understanding. As the two terms Karta and Purakh
(Creator and Person), succeeding the term Nam in the Mul Mantra,
show, Nam is of the nature of mind, and we have several
verified instances of materialization and psychokinesis to show
•r

Bui
OB

the

6 ^ ^ ^ • ^ • ^ • ^ • ^ • ^ • ^ • ^ • ^ H AS A VARl
that mind can not only change the material structures, but has
6
also, under special circumstances, the capacity of materialization.
That, at the stage of our present knowledge, a psychic medium,
or a Siddha is essential for the phenomena of materialization and
psychokinesis to take place is no objection to the thesis that
mind can by itself constitute and change matter, or that Nam, the
Supermind, can materialize into Murats—specific finite forms.
It seems that, as the Shaivas would have it, the first crystallization
of Nam into existence comes as energy, which later radiates into
different types of elementary particles, and then into material
atoms, as we know them.
2. Guru Nanak conceptualises Nam in its eightfold nature :
(1) Creator,
(2) Person,
(3) Uninhibited, spontaneously
creative, (4) Without internal inconsistencies, (i.e. Harmonious),
(5) Timeless, (6) Materializer, (7) Unborn, and (8) By Itself.
For understanding Nam as Creator, we should understand three
ways in which Guru Nanak amplifies his concept of Creator.
Before we mention the three amplifications let us keep in mind
his identification of the two concepts of the Giver and the
Creator. In the Asa Di Var itself, we shall find him saying :
7
'You are the Giver-cum-Creator'. And now the three amplifications : one, the Creator creates unceasingly throughout the
eons—the beneficiaries of His creation may tire out, the Creator
8
goes on creating through the eons. Secondly, he says, the Great
9
Creator keeps back not an iota ; in other words, He explores as
Purakh all possibilities of creation. Thirdly, He creates a varie10
gated universe and thus gives the idea of the Creator who
burgeons forth uninhibitedly and spontaneously in Existence or
Nature (Kudrat)—the idea he expresses in the phrase Vigasai
11
veparavah(u). But the uninhibited nature of Nam's creativity
* Lyall Watson, Supernature, the Natural History of the Supernatural,
Hodder and Stoughton, 1973, Chapter IV, passim
7 DTifa harm Sp(i) tun, GGS, p. 463
8 Deda deh lade thak(i) pHhi(i). Juga jugantar(i) khahi khah(i), Ibid., p. 2
' Vaia dUt'S tilna tamHi, Ibid., p. 5
10 Tudh(u) veki jugat(u) upHiH, Ibid, p. 469
11 Ibid., p. 2
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does not mean a lack of design leading to inharmony in the
universe or totality of nature. As would be expected from Nam
being the Universal Purakh, the supermind, there is not only
purpose, design and hence harmony in creation, but even a preestablished harmony. Within a second of the start of creation, as
the modern "Big Bang" cosmologists would have it, some elementary particles clicked into a pattern we know as the carbon atom,
which has such extraordinary properties that eons afterwards it
was to form the essential basis of life. Again, in the course of the
chemical development of the universe, there came into being
another miracle of creation : the water molecule, no other
molecule than which could function as a medium of life, which
it did eons after it came into being. Such examples can be
mentioned galore.
3. Nam's uninhibited burgeoning forth into harmonious
kudrat (nature) gives to existence a time-dimension. But this
temporality of Existence is not inconsistent with the timelessness of
Nam. There are two types of arguments leading to this conclusion.
The first type of argument takes off from the idea of zero-time
or even anti-time. Einstein has shown that when an object
travels at the velocity of light, for it the hands of a clock stand
still. If a man was to travel at this speed, he would retain the
age at which he started to travel as long as he continues to
travel at that speed. That, of course, does not mean that he
would stop dead, for as soon as he begins to slide back in his
speed, he would start ageing. Thus at the speed of light the man
would live in a timeless universe. Again, it is not an imaginary
idea that there could be a speed greater than the speed of light.
If that happens in a particular case, the same equation of
Einstein which would make one stop ageing at the speed of light,
would show a negative time or anti-time. Also, the symmetry in
the universe would require us to posit time as well as anti-time.
Now, just as matter and anti-matter promptly destroy one another when they come together, giving place to m
time and anti-time, were they to come together—say, in a mind
would eliminate one another to give place to timelessness. This
•
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would be an absurd conclusion to draw, were we not acquainted
with the experience of timelessness under certain conditions. We
thus come to the second type of argument, which is the argument
from human experience itself. L.S.D. is the name of a very
remarkable chemical, which when taken in extremely minute
quantities, yields wierd experiences. In some of the experiences,
time stops dead to give the feeling of the timeless present. Again,
in many cases where persons have been rescued from the very
jaws of death, many of them give astonishingly uniform reports
of their having had flashbacks of their lives. In some cases a
mere second or even a fraction of a second is available in which
a review of years of life is laid out in the dying man's consciousness. So that in such experiences years are not incompatible
with the 'timeless' present. Thus it is not a figment of imagination run riot to hypothesize that the evolving universe can be
present as a 'timeless' experience to the Supermind.
4. We have already dwelt on the capacity of the Formless
Nam to jet out into material existence. But as the existence flows
from Nam, it dwells under the sovereignty of Nam, thus giving
rise to the categories of causality and time and to the idea of laws
of nature. But it would be a mistake to think that this materialization can in any way clog the nature of Nam as timeless, and
therefore, make it subject to time, that is, subject to birth, decay
and change. Even Nam as Murat(i) retains its character of not
being subject to birth and decay, that is, retains its Ajuni-ness.
Even material existence itself gives an indication of that, for what
we may for our present purposes call identical particles, such
as atoms or even small molecules, from which all finite beings arc
constituted, may roam in and out of finite beings and may pass
through a whole series of finite beings, unaffected by the birth
and decay of finite beings. And, then, what is timeless can only
be by Itself.
5. In characterising Nam in this eightfold way Guru Nanak
does not wish to lead us into rarified abstractions, far from the
concern of flesh and blood men and women. Like the Buddha,
Guru Nanak is concerned with the life of man in the concrete.
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In fact, Asa Di Var itself results from such a concern. The eight
noetic globules are really his Astang Marg, his eight-itemed
instructions to us to realise ourselves as persons taking the way
of uninhibited and harmonious creativity in the timeless perspective of man, to rise above the vicissitudes of flnitude and birth
and install ourselves in accordance with the way of mysticism in
His Being-for-Itself.

•

ASA DI VAR
Asa Mahala 1
This composition of Guru Nanak is to be sung in the musical
air known in India as Rag Asa. Mahala 1 is pronounced as Mahala
Pahilay or the first mahala. The Gurus are designated as mahalds
in the Guru Granth, the Sikh Scripture, and the various Gurus
are distinguished by adding their original numbers in the succession
in the line of Gurus. Thus a composition of Guru Nanak is
captioned as Mahala 1 (M. 1), that of Guru Angad, the second
Guru, is captioned Mahala 2 (M. 2), that of Guru Arjan, the fifth
Guru, is captioned Mahala 5, etc.
1

Var sloka ndl{i)
sloka bhj mahale pahile
ke likhe
2
Tunde Asrdjai k\ dhunj
1 Var: War ballads, the singing of which by professional singeis and the
hearing of which, was a favourite pastime of the war-like people of the Punjab
before and during and after the time of Guru Nanak.
2

AsrTlj: The story in the Var of Asraj is built on a popular motif on
which more than one story are current in the Punjab (and North India). Asraj
was the son of a king, named Sarang. The king had married a young woman,
who, not quite satisfied with the services the old king was able to give her, propositioned to Asraj. Asraj's sense of filial loyalty did not permit him to enter
into this type of partnership with his step-mother and so he flatly rejected her
advances. This maddened the young queen, who lied to the king that Asraj had
lusted after her. The old king was completely taken in by her story and got so
furious that he ordered his son to be immediately executed and entrusted the
execution to one of his ministers. The minister, torn between his liking for the
universally-liked Asraj and the command of his king, took Asraj out of the
town and, sparing his life, cut off one of his hands to show to the king as a
proof that his orders had been carried out. The stump-armed Asraj wandered
into another kingdom. As luck would have it, one day he became the king of
his adopted land. He governed his people so wisely and well that they found
in his reign a prosperity that they had not known before. Years passed and one
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This Var (besides the pauris) contains slokas. The slokas of
Mahala 1 (M. 1) were done into writing by Guru Nanak. The
Var is to be sung in the same tune in which the popular Var of
Asraj is sung.
It seems that originally the ballads by themselves related the
course of battles between two contenders, but sometimes some
verses were inserted between ballads to elaborate the story or
just as 'asides'. Guru Nanak inserted the verses (the slokas) between ballads (pauris) as a regular feature of the Var. That is
why it is stated that the Var (also) contains slokas. In fact, in the
Asa di Var the slokas carry the bigger share of the content of the
Var, and the pauris, after the tradition of the Vtirs, mostly depict
the situation of man's self in his struggle against his own egoism
and the import of the struggle for man's self.
Again, it is claimed in the superscripture of the Var that it was
Guru Nanak who made his own slokas a part of the body of the
Var. Evidently, the slokas of Guru Angad were added at appropriate places by Guru Arjan. If any of these slokas were not relevant
to the context, Guru Nanak or Guru Arjan could never think of
such insertions. This upholds my contention that the Var is to be
read as a single unit.
day Asraj heard that his father's people were in the grip of a severe famine.
He sent them liberal food aid from his own food reserves. The grateful Sarang
wanted to know who this king was who had sent him this timely aid. The old
minister knew that the aid came from the king's son, Asraj, and told Sarang so
and withal told him of the complete innocence of Asraj in the allegations that
his second wife had made against him. The repentent king wrote to Asraj
to return to his father and his patrimony. The two sons of Sarang by his
second wife, of course, did not like Asraj \ r e t u r n and a battle ensued, in which,
though both sides fought bravely. Asraj came off victorious. King Sarang then
retired and handed over his kingdom to Asraj. The story of Asraj and the
battle between him and his step brothers was done into ballads and was sung
from place to place in the Punjab.

I

•

STANZA - 1
i

Slok(u) M. 1
3

4

1. Balihall gur apa^e diuharl sad var
5
6
2. Jin(i) manas te devate kie karat na lag! var.

-1 *

Mahala 2
1. Je sau canda ugavah(i) suraj carah(i) hajar
2. Ete canan hodian gur bin(u) ghor andhar.

-2-

M. 1
1. Nanak guru na cetanl man(i) apanai sucet
2. Chute til buar jiu sunne andar(i) khet.
7
3. Khetai andar(i) chutia kah(u) Nanak sau nah
4. Phallah(i) phullah(i; bapure bhl tan vic(i) suah.

-3-

PAURI
1. Apinai ap(u) sajioaplnai racio nau.
2. Duyi kudarat(i) sajiai kar(i) asan(u) ditho cau.
8
9
3. Data Karta ap(i) tun tus(i) devah(i) karah(i) pasau.
3

Balihan : Literally, I offer myself as a sacrifice to ... After all every one
has to die and if the Teacher's mission is fulfilled by my dying, I consider
myself, perpetually; as expendable for his cause.
4
Gur = Guru — Teacher : Just as you need a teacher, directly or through
his writings: for obtaining any type of knowledge, so too you need a teacher
to obtain religious or spiritual enlightenment. The Var throughout refers to
the latter. In accordance with his crucial role in the religions advancement of
men, I have translated Gur or Guru as Teacher (and not teacher).
5
Manas : Raw men with their egoism.
6
Davate : Enlightened men sans egoism.
7
Sau nah : (They have) no master, are unowned, because they are
valueless, as ashes are valueless.
8
Data Karta : Giver and Creator. The two words are synonymous for
Guru Nanak, and hence, wherever God is mentioned as Giver, it must be read
to mean spontaneous Creator.
9
pasau : Expansion in space and time.
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4. Tun janol sabhsai de laisah(i) jind(u) kavau
5. Kar(i) asan(u) ditho cau.

13
10

-1-

Translation
SlokM. I
1. Daily, many times I consider myself as expendable for my
Teacher
2. who transformed men into gods and did it in no time.
-1Mahala 2
1. Were a hundred moons and a thousand suns to rise,
2. Without the Teacher, all this intense light outside will not
make any difference to the utter darkness inside.
-2M. 1
1. O Nanak ! those who, thinking themselves as enlightened
minds, take no thought of the Teacher,
2. They are like a spurious sesame plant left abandoned when
the sesame field is harvested.
v
3. Thus abandoned in the fields, says Nanak, the remain there,
unowned.
4. For, even if these poor plants continue to flourish for a
time, in themselves they are as zalueless as ashes.
-3PAURI
1. Lord, You are Self-created in your two-fold aspect :
You are self-created as Nam.
2. And, having yourself created nature, Your second aspect,
you installed Yourself as Nam in this nature and surveyed
it in delight.
3. You Yourself being the Giver, that is to say, the Creator
of nature, You continuously give Your selfout in delight
as nature spreading out in space and time.
•0 Kavau : is dress (as indicative of body in Indian religious literature;
or expression. T have taken it in the generalized meaning of'form', which is
taken to mean as the body and behaviour of a living being.
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4. You are All-cognizant, as You Yourself give and take away
the life and form (of every created being).
5. That is why I say that You install yourself in nature and
survey it in delight.
-1Coramentary
1. The substance of this stanza originates in sloka 3. It is the
men of enlightened minds, men who have passed through the
stages of gian and saram khands of the Jap(u), who have in them
the capacity to achieve the Grace of the Lord, or attunement to
the Lord—the karam khand of the Jap(u). The unenlightened
minds do not have this capacity. On the other hand, the widened
consciousness of enlightened men by itself, when uninformed by
His Grace, may heighten their egoism. Not only may they look
down upon other unenlightened man, they may, in the pride of
their knowledge, think that they stand in no need of any Teacher
to bring their beings to further fruition. In fact, they know of no
further fruition, so that while the Lord brings to Himself all those
enlightened minds who are free from egoism, the egoful men,
even when they possess widened consciousness, are left unowned
by Him, the Lord of all. And what are such men worth ? They
batten themselves continuously on their own exaggerated enlightenment and in their effort to maintain and display this superiority
of theirs before others, they are subject to the same tensions as
other egoism-ridden men. For other men their lives are valueless as ashes.
2. What was it which was within their reach if they had sought
the assistance of the Teacher and which they have missed with
such unfortunate consequences ? What they have missed, which
has made their lives devoid of abiding value, is their-attunement
to the Lord. What being is the Lord they have missed ? Here we
come by the style of Guru Nanak, which is to start with a statement of ultimate truth to be reached, and then explain how to
reach the truth. Aside from the Mill Mantra, Guru Nanak starts
his Jap(ii) ji with "The Primeval Truth, the Truth that was before
the eons, the Truth that is and the Truth that ever shall be."
So also, besides the Mid-Mantra, the Asa dj Var starts with nan
or more often, the Nam, as it is called by him.
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3. As in an individual the complete reality is nam-rup, so is it
the case with God. The complete reality of God is His noumenal
reality, the Nam as we have explained above, along with His
phenomena] reality, which is the totality of nzture-kudarat, as
Guru Nanak calls it. Where Nam is timeless as an ideality,
kudarat is eternal as existence. You cannot conceive of God as
without His kudarat, though kudarat does not exhaust all the
potentialities of Nam, just as in an individual his self-identity has
the possibility in it of expressing a potentiality it did not express
before. Hence, in the nam-kudarat reality, Nam has a primordiality
and a leading role, which entitles it to be called karta (creator)
and by implication a guiding role in projecting the unfoldment of
kudarat.
4. The unfoldment of the phenomenal aspect of God takes
place in time. It is a. pasao, an expansion of nature, which can
only take place in space and time. In space the pasao or expansion
consists of numberless and variegated species and individuals, in
time pasao or expansion consists of evolution of finite beings.
5. The spontaneous creativity of the noumenal God has no
end outside Itself. God is not creating the world to serve a purpose
except to fulfil His own creative Nature. An activity which does
not serve a purpose outside itself, we call play, which is a pleasurable activity. Creation is, therefore, a lila of God, his play in
fulfilling His own two-fold Nature. When pleasure has a refined,
value-heightened quality in it, it is delight. So that, speaking
in human terms, God expands himself in kudarat in sheer delight
in His creative Nature. Guru Nanak expresses this by saying that
God as Nam installs Himself in kudarat (nature) and surveys it in
delight.
6. While God as Nam is a non-existing reality, God as Kudarat
is existence. Existence that does not change is no existence, for it
would then be timeless, while existence is in time and space.
Change means coming into being and passing out of being. By its
very nature, therefore, creation which is eternal is split into a
vast number of finite creatures who came into and pass out of
being. There is a simultaneous movement in kudarat (nature) of
splitting of Being into numberless finite beings and the ascent of
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some finite beings on the finitude-to-infinity scale. The movement
either way is according to laws of nature which follow from God,
noumenal God, the Nam. In Guru Nanak's language, it is according to the hukam of the Hukanu. This being so, each finite being
is under the hukam of the Hukami, it has its being and its changes
under His bhai or under His law or restraint or discipline. While
God is spontaneous creativity, finite beings live, move and have
their being under His hukam and bhai. That being so, each being
is under His cognizance and it is under His all-comprehensive
cognizance that every finite being receives its being, that is to say,
its nature and its form, its life and what it needs for its life in
terms both of its need for other finite beings and its capacity and
powers to negotiate other finite beings. So also, the passing out
of finite beings according to law of nature can be said to be
under his all-comprehensive cognizance.
4

7. We must add here that for Guru Nanak, as for all men of
religious vision, being is life. Inanimate being simply does not
exist. Nor can modern science demur to this proposition. In the
first place, science knows of no place where a dividing line can be
drawn between the realms of animate and inanimate beings.
Secondly, as opposed to life, death is utter stillness, while change
is an inherent attribute of being. So that though death can be and
certainly is inevitably associated with finite beings, it cannot be
an attribute of Being as such. At their death, finite beings simply
slip back in the finitude-infinite scale. A dead organism ceases to
be an organism, but does not cease to be atoms and molecules.
And, modern science has shown that atoms and molecules are
constantly active. They have a life of their own, though a life
very low down in finitude as compared to the life of an organism—
but life nevertheless. Thus, life being a universal quality of
existence, that is to say, an attribute applicable to all finite beings,
that part of the fourth line of the paun of this stanza which says
that 'you give and take away the life and form of all creatures'
must be understood as saying that You create and destroy according to your laws all things in nature, from sub-atomic particles
to man.
•
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8. We may now conclude by giving the central thread of argu1
ment running through stanza. The enlightened, but egoistic man,
who fails to place himself at the disposal of the Teacher, is left
unowned by the Lord. Being himself subject to egoistic tensions,
he cannot free others from them and as such is useless to others
in his God-forlorn condition. He could have reached to fruition
if but, instructed by the Teacher, he could know the Lord and
attune himself to Him. The Lord is Self-existing Unity
with two aspects as Nam, that is to say, God as a system of cohering idealities, and as Creation (kudarat). The two are such
inextricable aspects of the Lord that we can say that Nam exists
in kudarat and kudarat exists in Nam. Yet as the directive aspect
of God, Nam is said to dwell in kudarat, giving it distinctive shape.
Kudarat can also be viewed as expansion of the Lord in space and
time. As this expansive creativity arises from the very nature of
God without any ulterior purpose to serve, it is a creativity in
pure delight. Kudarat or Creation, however, is the totality of
numberless creatures, and though creation as an aspect of the
Lord is perpetual, unceasing and eternal, creatures, that is to say,
all things in nature, come and go. As finite beings they are
ephemeral. But their nature and their coming into being and their
passing away is under laws following from God's aspect as Nam.
In other words, it is under His cognizance. This birth and death
of finite entities, however, has to be seen not in isolation, but in
the total context of God's expansive creativity in delight, as the
Lord's dwelling in delight in His Creation.
•

STANZA IJ
Text
Slok(u) M. I :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1

Sace tere khand sace brahmand.
2
Sace tere loa sace akar.
3
Sace tere karane sarab blear.
4
5
Saca tera. amar(u) saca dlban(u)
6
Saca tera hukam(u) saca phurman(u).
Saca tera karam(u) saca nisan(u).
Sace tudh(u) akhah(i) lakh karor(i).
Saca! sabh(i) tan(i) saca! sabh(i) jor(i).
Sac! tert siphat(i) saci sal ah.

i Khand, brahmani ; Brahmanda is the universe; khan I is a part of the
universe. As universe is composed of galaxies, we can justifiably interpret
khand as galaxies in this line.
2 Loa : Loka, i.e., the world. It is Guru Nanak's belief that in God's
Creation, there is not only our world, but many other worlds
3 karane sarab bicar can be read as karane sarab, (total c reation) blear,
4
as I have done it, or karane, sarab bicar, which would mean that Your doings
are real-this is the Supreme idea'. I have preferred the former interpretation,
as Creation, which is the subject of the first three lines of this sloka, is taken
as entire Creation {karane sarab) and not as finite beings {karane).
4 Amar is the general sovereignty of the noumenal God, God as a system
of coherent idealities.
5 Diban is literally the court of a king. The court establishes order in a
kingdom. As a universal symbol, court would mean the source of order in the
universe. The line means that the sovereignty oj God is an order-establishing
sovereignty.
6 Hukam, phurman : Hukam is always interpreted as law of nature,
phurman literally is the order of a king. A good king will issue his order
to determine what his subjects will do, so that his reign will be a jusi
reign. His order is, therefore, an ordainment. Taking the king as a symbol for
God, His laws are meant to establish harmony in the world, and are, therefore,
in the nature
ordainments.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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10. Saci ten kudarat(i) sace pat(i)sah.
11 Nanak sac(u) dhiain(i) sac(u).
7
12. Jo mar(i) jamme su kac(u) nikac(u)

-i-

M. I
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Vadi vadiai ja vada nau.
8
Vadi vadiaT ja sac(u) niau .
9
Vadi vadiai ja nihcal than .
10
Vadi vadiai janai alau .
11
Vadi vadiai bujhai sabh(i) bhau .
12
Vadi vadiai ja p u c h ^ na dat(i) .
Vadi vadiai ja ape ap(i).
Nanak kar na kathanl jai.
Kita karana sarab raiai.

-2-

MahaJa 2
1.
2.
3.
4.

lh(u) jag(u) sacai kl hai kotharl sace ka vie vas(u).
Ikna hukam(i) samai lae ikna hukame kare vi^as(u).
Ikna bhanai kadh(i) lae ikna maia vic(i) nivas(u).
Evabh(i) akh(i) na japal ji kisai ane ras^ij.
7

Kac nikac : utterly unsubstantial, therefore, utterly unreal.

8

Niau : If we take the cosmos as a community of creation, each finite
being finds a place in it which accords with its nature and simultaneously
serves a wider purpose. Thus the iron atom in the haemoglobin molecule fulfils
its own nature and doing so enables the haemoglobin molecule in performing
its own function. Such an arrangement can be (symbolically) called a just
arrangement, so that the Reality of the universe is, as viewed from the standpoint of all finite beings, an inherently just Reality.
9

Thau is place. In a system, such as we suppose the cosmos to be, the
place of a thing is its function.
10

Alau : I have taken it as a synonym of kavau inpauri 1

i • Bhau is the existence of a being as viewed by itself. Thus lines 4 and 5
of sloka 2 mean that God is cognizant of the external as well as the internal
aspects of all living beings.
•2 Puch(i) nadm(i). In Punjabi the idiom 'pucho na means that 'do not
ask to describe (something), because it is beyond description'. As I have taken
dat to mean Creation, the line means that there is no describable limit to His
Creation.

•
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13

5. Nanak gurmukh(i) janlai jaikau ap(i) kare paragas(u). 3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PAURI
14
Nanak jla upai kai likh(i) navai dharam(u) bahalia.
r:1Jnl5
Othai sace hi sac(i) nibarai cun(i) vakh(i) kadhe jajmalia
Thau na pain(i) kuriar muh kalai dojak(i) calia.
Terai nai rate se jin(i) gae har(i) gae si thagan valia
Likh(i) Navai dharam(u) bahalia.

Translation
SI ok a M. 1.
-

1. Real are the galaxies and universes which are aspects of
Your Beinz.
b
2. Real are the worlds and the phenomena of nature as aspects
of Your Being.
3. The idea is that the totality of Your Creation is real.
4. Taking Your noumenal aspect, real is Your sway in the
universe and real Your order-establishins Presence in the
universe.
5. Real are Your laws and ordainments that govern the
universe.
6. Real is the Grace You bestow on men and the signs by
which this Grace is known.
7. O Real One ! innumerable beings ask You for their fulfil
i

*

merit.
6t

(J^
!3 Gurmukh(i) : The line is usually translated, he shall be known as
gurmukh(i) whom He Himself illuminates" But since the word here is
rmukh(i) and not simply gunnuklu it must mean, "through the word of the
Teacher.
I
nam-rup, we said that r
the inner nature of a person. yJ avai is, therefore, correctly translated here as the
nature of they/a—that is, human nature.^There is no doubt that in the whole
animal world, man is ths only bsing in whose nature religion universally finds
a place. Hence jia denotes here the human being. \
!5 Jajmalia : Among the various meanings of the word given in Bhal
Kahan Singh's Guru iabad Ratriakar MahanKoi Langauges Department,
Punjab, Patiala, 1960, p. 1375 (hereafter referred to as MahUn Kos)
'sinner'. In the present context, it is equivalent to 'irreligious*.
*9

\
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And so real is the capacity and the strength they have from
you for this purpose.
In short, this is Your true quality and attribute that,
O true king ! Your entire Creation is Real.
O Nanak, Truth is with them that orientate themselves to
You, the Real One, that is, the Abiding Reality.
That which comes into being and passes out of being is
utterly unreal—and hence, orientation to that is falsehood.
-1-

M.l.
1. You are Supremely Great, because You are great in Your
Noumenal Being.
2. You are Supremely Great, because Your Reality by itself
constitutes justness to finite beings.
3. You are Supremely Great because Your place, i.e., function,
in the universe is eternal.
4. You are Supremely Great because You are cognizant of the
expressions the outward form and behaviour of beings.
5. And also You are cognizant of their subjective life.
6. You are Supremely Great because of the unlimitedness of
Your Creation.
7 You are Supremely Great because You are Selfexistent.
8. Says Nanak, it is not possible for us finite beings to describe
Your Creation.
9. Which all, both as already come into being and what shall
come into being, but accords with Your laws.
-2•

Mahala 2.
1.

This world is the House in which the Real One dwells, that
is, rules.
2. Through His inscrutable laws He assimilates some persons
to Himself and in the same way He eliminates others.
3. In other words, He salvages some persons from the illusory
world of egoism, others, He lets involved therein.
4. And it is not possible for us to say on whom He will bestow
His grace.
*
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•

5. However, this much, we know, O Nanak, that it is through
the Teacher's word He illumines the mind of him, whose
3.
mind He illumines.
/

2.

3.

PAURI
Nanak says that having created human life in man's very
nature, He established religion.
There in the realm of religion, only the true ones the
religious souls fulfil themselves in Truth, while the irreligious
are weeded out as sinners.
These irreligious ones find no place among the salvaged
ones, they are driven into hell with blackened faces.
Those who oriented themselves to Your Noumenal Nature
went as winners inlife, while those who deceived them
selves went away as losers.
That was so, because in man's very nature, He established
religion.
-2-

4.

5.

Commentary :
i. Before we launch ourselves on an understanding of the
first part of the Var, it will be well to notice the current of Guru
Nanak's argument in the present and the next four stanzas of
the Var, so that we may try to swim with it. The problem of
ultimate human concern was stated in the slokas of the first
stanza, where it was pointed out that a knowledgeable man fell
short of a godly man, who is made godly by following the Guru's
teachings. Also, a glimpse was given of the ultimate reality, that
is Logos-cum-Existence, the Logos establishing itself, in knowledge and delight amidst Existence, indicating in this way the
goal of religious quest. Religious quest is a bipolar phenomenon,
one pole of which is Nam, the infinite, universal and abiding
Reality, the other pole being the finite beings we all are. Stanzas
II and III make us look at the 'Infinite-end' of the spindle. This
must be supplemented by a look at the 'Finite-end' of the spindle,
given in stanzas IV and V, arriving at the total view given in
stanza VI. In the present para we notice the Truth and Greatness
of God. We tend to identify ourselves with Him and this identification elates us. In this first religion of elation we naturally think

'

•
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of the unaffiliated in pejorative terms. We next (in stanza III)
look at the wonder and inclusiveness of Creation, the vision of
which changes our pejorative attitude towards the unaffiliated
to a commisonerative. Both the pejorative and the commisserative
attitudes lie on the hither side of the religious ridge, to cross
which we have to look at the finiteness of all beings. The first
look at finitude (stanza IV) shows us that all finite beings live,
move and have their being under His sovereignty, that by themselves they are ephemeral beings. This makes us feel the need of
His grace (karam) in our lives, through the Teacher's favour,
which we obtain by giving up our egoism. A fuller look at our
finitude (stanza V) shows us, every finite being including ourselves,
dancing helplessly at His behest. So that even if we are in a
position of being charitable to others, we cannot escape feeling
our lowliness and our sole dependence on Him, all of which
induces vairagya in us. The argument is clinched in stanza VI,
where shorn of our egoism, we take delight in our affiliation to
the Lord of all life, high or low, thus crossing over to the true
religion which is beyond good and evil.
2. The first two slokas of this stanza mostly elaborate the
vision of God as Nam and as dul kudarat, God as noumenal-cumphenomenal, as given in paurl 1. Phenomenally, He is the Real
amidst the not-so-real. Noumenally, His reality is His Supreme
Greatness in shaping the universe as man's increasing knowledge
finds it. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ H
3. Guru Nanak distinguishes three main categories of the
eternal verities of Sac, the Real or the Apt nai ap (the Self existent) of pauri 1. Firstly, it is the physical universe as such. The
second reality is that of the noumenal God establishing Himself
amidst His existence-God, as the system of coherent idealities
which govern the universe. Thirdly, there is the eternal give and
take between finite entities and God. The totality of the three
eternal verities becomes kudarat, combining the noumenal and the
phenomenal. True religion consists in living our life in the pervading consciousness of the Real, which is a synthesis of the
three types of eternal verities mentioned in sloka 1.
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In so far as the physical universe is concerned, Guru Nanak
of existence in time and space
ascribes reality only to th
pehnom
The particular
(karane sarab) and noi to part
phenomena come into being and pass away, th are finite and
non-abiding and hence their reality is infinitesimal and it is wrong
of man to elevate them lo the holy, which God alone is. It could
be objected that if we take the physical universe, nothing in it is
abiding, even the galaxies come and pass away in their own time.
Guru Nanak's answer would be that though the galaxies and the
stars and the other phenomena of nature come into being
and pass away, yet the proposition that God can be without His
aspect as Existence, which can only mean an infinity of existents
that He can be without His kudarat—that is not possible. As the
term murat(i) in the Mid-Mantra tells us, the capacity to materialise into finite forms is an essential aspect of Nam. f Again, he
says in Jap(u) : jug jug eko ves, that God wears the same apparel
the apparel of existence, of his kudrat—eon after eon. Kudarat is,
therefore, sac, real. The underlying point in Guru Nanak's mind
is that if God is necessarily apparelled in His kudarat, the religious man must live in the light of this concept of God as thus
two-in-one, that He must involve Himself with His Creation
through knowledge (gran) and must involve himself in the affairs
of men by giving himself to them in service and compassion (daya)
and do all this as his worship of God.
4.

\A
0*
!
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*

5. The second type of eternal -verities mentioned in sloka 1
are described symbolically by the words amar(u), diban(u),
hukam(u) andphurman(u), which mean the universality of the scope
of idealities (amar), the idealities as source of order in the world,
which makes life in the lower beings and knowledge in man
possible (diban), the laws of nature and idealities, by understanding which man gains insight into the greatness of universe
ose idealities which establish harmony and
(hukam) and
and even pre-established harmony in the universe, thus making a
cosmos of it (phurman).
^B^^ta M

\

As Creation consists of finite, created beings, the creation
V
of which is ceaseless, the relation between the ephemeral finite
6.

/

MAN
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beings and the eternal and infinite God is also an aspect of
reality. This relation varies in accordance with the status of finite
beings on the finite-infinite evolutionary scale. To give just an idea
of the variety of this relationship Guru Nanak men
types, the highest and the lowest. In the highest type of
ch is possibly only fo
hip between the finite and the Infinite
the Self- existent in His Majesty bursts through the earthliness
and metamorph
his life The
of man into his
vision of the Infinite is seen by man as His Grace and the evidence
for which lies in his changed life-motif. At the lower level, including the lower level of man himself, the innumerable finitebeings depend on the One Infinite fo • their life-fulfilment, which
this stage lies mainly
foo d and
In symbolic languag
they ask this of God and suited to the life-mode of each
finite being. He gives them the capacity and the strength to attain
these. Since this relation between creatures and God is eternal,
because existence is eternal, this relationship in its various forms,
from the highest to the lowest, is itself eternal and therefore real.
7. In sloka 2, Guru Nanak elaborates mostly the noumenal
aspect of God, through which His Supermacy and Grace shine
forth. This aspect is called by him Nam. Nam is the coherent
system of idealities which make the universe a cosmic community
of finite beings and through which comes its timeless functioning.
Nam is Self-existent and as cormic purakh is cognigent of all
finite beings. As this aspect of God was also mentioned in
th about
sloka
we wi
that the noumenal
nature of God has a priority in the Nam-kudarat unity of God.
Unless man understands this Noumenal nature of God (though
th can nly be done through refle
on his ph
nature) and understands the Supermacy (vadi vadiai) of this
Formless Reality of God, God as Nirankor, he cannot be aid
to have true relig
ght This tenet is so central to the
doctrine of Guru Nanak that the G
known popularly as
Nanak Nirankari, Nanak, the worshipper of the Formless One
-

•

•

8

In sloka 3 the universal
of God is applied to the
odd in which we live. This is also the world
Which He dwells

i1
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which means that human nature being what it is, that is to say,
man being endowed with a religious capacity, there is a possibility
of God dwelling in the consciousness of man. But since it is not
every man whose consciousness can be so blessed, religion bifurcates mankind into the fortunate ones, who are so blessed and,
in the same manner of speaking, the unfortunate ones, who
dwell in the
deprived of this blessing and who
world of illusory values, that is, in maya. The very fact
that we are ignorant of the laws governing the recipience of this
blessing of the Lord, paradoxically enough, congeals this division
of humanity into winners being happy in their lot and the losers
is a picture of hell in the
so
happy th
th
nhapp
winners. Needless to say, that this
imagination of the fo^
way of thinking of the religious man—namely, that he himself
is blessed and, therefore, good, and that the irreligious man,
living in maya is non-blessed and bad, and so deserves misery
and unhappiness—this itself is a subtle form of egoism, which
must be overcome in a true religion Step by step Guru Nanak
takes us to this truer religion—but not immediately.

\

•

5T^ JVZ4 - III
Text :
Sloka M. 1 :
K

T

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
>

1

Vismad(u) nad vismad(u) ved.
Vismad(u) jia vismad(u) bhed.
Vismad(u) rap vismad(u) rang.
Vismad(u) nage phirah(i) jant.
2
2
Vismad(u) paun(u) vismad(u) pan!
2
Vismad(u) agni khedah(i) vidanl.
Vismad(u) dharti vismad(u) khani.
Vismadfu) sad(i) lagah(i) parant.
Vismad(u) sanjog(u) vismad(u) vijog(u).
Vismad(u) bhukh vismadbhog(u).
3
Vismad(u) siphat(i) vismad(u) salah.
Vismad(u) ujhar vismad(u) rah.
Vismad(u) nerai vismad(u) dur(i).
Vismad(u) dekhai hajara haju(i).
Vekh(i) vidan(u) rahia vismad(u).
Nanak bujhan^u) purai bhag(i).

-1-

16.
NVd

fr

means a sound. But often in the Guru Granth (the Sikh
Scripture) ved and rind come together. In that context ved is knowledge in
general and nHdy because of its association with the anahat nUd (spiritual
sound) of the yogis, means, esoteric doctrine.
2 'aun, pVn,i agni in lines 5 and 6 of sloka 1 mean the climates and
seasons which are the consequences of the interplay of wind, water (rainy
places or waterless deserts) and fire, that is heat (which
place
cold). In North Indian languages the climate of a country is often called its
paun-pam (wind and water). Guru Nanak, who travelled in the hot and arid
Arabia as well as the cold of the Himalaya also added agni (heat) to fully
describe the factors in the seasons and climates of different countries. The
three words in one context are repeated in sloka 2 and hence give the same
climates
atf
I
He (or that) which is praised.
/

-1

^
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M. 1.
4

1. Kudarat(i) disai kudarat(i) sunlai kudarat(i) bhau sukh
sar(u).
2. Kudarat(i) patall akasl kudarat(i) sarab akar(u).
3. Kudarat(i) ved puran kateba kudarat(i) sarab vicar(u).
4. Kudarat(i) khana plna painan(u) kudarat(i) sarab piar(u).
5. Kudarat(i) jatl jinasl rangl kudarat(i) jia jahan.
6. Kudarat(i) nekla kudarat(i) badla kudarat(i) man(u) abhiman(u).
7. Kudarat(i) paun(u) pan! baisantar(u) kudarat(i) dharti
khak(u).
8. Sabh ten kudarat(i) tun kadir(u) karta pakl nai pak(u).
9. Nanak hukmai andar(i) vekhai vartai tako tak(u).
-2PA URI:
1. Aplnai bhog bhog(i) kai hoi bhasmar(i) bhaur(u) sidhaia
2. Vada hoa dunldar(u) gal(i) sangal(u) ghat(i) calaia.
3. Agai karani kirat(i) vaciai bah(i) lekha kar(i) samajhaia.
\. Thau na hovi pandil hun(i) sunlai kia ruaia.
5
5. Man(i) andhai janam(u) gavaia
-3Translation :
•

SI oka M. 1.
1. Wonderful of course are the esoteric doctrines and the
knowledge accumulated by man.
2. But, basically life and its wonderful variety is itself wonderful.
3. For wonderful are the forms and kinds
4. In which living beings go about in their wonderful bare
bodies.
5,6. Wonderful is the variety of climates in the world which
result from the amazing interplay of wind, water, and fire
that is, heat, each one of which is itself wonderful.
4. Kudarat(i). As the word appears with the silent *V in sloka 2,1 have
translated it as 'In His Creation'.
€
5 Man(i) in the last line of pauri, too, having the ending i\ should mean
'through or because of his blinded mind.'
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7. Wonderful is the earth with its wonderful resources.
8. Wonderful it is to see how living beings become attached to
their pleasures.
9. Wonderful is the coming together and separation that is to
say, mutual involvement of Creatures.
10. As a result of which, some suffer deprivation and others
get sated, both deprivation and satiety being wonderful
states of creatures.
11. Wonderful is the object a man lauds and wonderful the
way he praises it.
12. As a result of which, some who praise false values go
astray and are lost, while others whose object of praise is
worthy walk the straight path, and both the going astray
and walking the straight path excite our wonder.
13. In this way, though both the approach to God and distance
from Him are in their own way wonderful,
14. Yet most wonderful are they who find themselves in His
Presence.
15. I remain in wonder when I see these amazing phenomena.
16. But, says Nanak, the understanding of these amazing phenomena only comes through good fortune in its fullness.
-1MA :
1. In His Creation living beings have vision and hearing and
the sentience for pleasure and pain which causes, fear.
2. In His Creation are all the bodies shapes and forms that
are in space above and space below that is to say, in entire
space
3. The Vedas and Puranas, the books of the Semitic religion
and all intellectual efforts are in His Creation, That is to
say, all the knowledge of man, spiritual and other, is
ultimately from His creative power.
4. Eating, drinking, wearing fine clothes, and all forms of
love—all the luxuries of mail'—arise from His Creation.
5. In His Creation are things in classes and species of great
variety. In His Creation is life in the Universe.
6. In His Creation are virtues and vices and dignity and pride
of men.
•
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7.

Tn His Creation are all sorts of climates and seasons and
the earth with its veriegated riches and the soil.
8. Every thing is in Your Creation, You are the all-powerful
Creator You who are pure because of the purity of Your
Noumenal Being,
9. He sees the whole of His creation, O Nanak, under th
fig from His Noumenal Being and dwells in Creation
-2ir His Absolute Oneness.
PA URI:
1. The worldly man after enjoying all the worldly pleasures
he could, was with the exit of his soul from his body reduced
one day to a heap of ashes.
2. When the worldly man thus died, his soul or suksama sarjr
was driven away in chains around its neck.
3. There in the world of the dead they go over the bad and
good deeds -of men coming from the world of the
living. Accordingly, our worldly man was fully brought
to understand the negative balance-sheet of his worldly
deeds.
4. He got a sound thrashing for his evil deeds done here
Neither could he find any place where he could find escape
from this thrashing nor was there anyone who hearing of
his wailing would come to his help.
5. Because of his mind blinded by worldly pleasures he just
3
wasted awav his human life
Commentary :
1. This stanza continues and develops the theme of bifurcated
humanity—those who approach god and those who live in worldly
pleasures. As the theme of the Var is the confrontation between
God and man, the worldly man's fate is given in the pauri, while
the approach to God is given in the two slokas.
2. In understanding the two slokas, we recall Guru Nanak's
theory of the stages of the spiritual ascent of man as put forth in
the Jap(u) ji. Guru Nanak believed that God's realization is not
possible to beings of closed and limited consciousness, and, hence,
he included gian khand (knowledge), (alongwith saram khand,
*

•
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reflection on knowledge acquired) as an integral part of man's
effort to achieve His Grace in the stage of karam-khand. Giankhand, as broadly delineated in stanza 35 of the Jap(u) ji. is
virtually what we would call liberal education today. The same is
the intent of the two slokas under consideration. Sloka 2 gives,
again in broad lines, the things in nature whose tremendous
variety and outstanding unity we should try to study and understand in order to expand the universe of our consciousness. A man
obsessed by the desire to feed his body and his ego will not do so;
only a man who can lift himself above his body-and-ego concerns
could be avid to assimilate the vastness of nature in his consciousness. But there is only one disposition in human nature which
will generate this avidity in us. It is only if we keep alive and
nourish our sense of curiosity, and hence, our sense of wonder
and amazement at the small and big miracles of creation in the
world and try to understand them, that we can prepare ourselves
to deserve the good fortune of receiving His Grace in us. This
sense of wonder is God's gift to man to throw open the mind of
man, the finite being, to the cosmic Infinite. It is the fountain
spring of both science and religion. Only, as one seer has said,
while the scientist starts with wonder, the religious man abides
wonder (vism ad).
*

3. It is not difficult for us to wonder at the achievement of a
Sankaracarya or an Einstein (nad-ved), but really our sense of
wonder should start at the vast variety of life—the bodies and
behaviours of the multitude of living beings—of the climates and
seasons of earth and the great riches which our earth contains on
and within itself. When we think of the wonderous ways of living
beings on earth, we do not merely think of the variety in their
bodies and forms, but also of their tastes and their mutual
involvements. Just to take an example, is it not a wonder that a
moth by its marvellous sense of smell should track its mate from
a long distance in the darkness of night ? Finally, the ethical and
moral qualities of man also are a source of wonder to us.
\

4. We should not pass unnoticed two things which Guru
Nanak mentions in sloka 1, here. First, in order that our sense of
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wonder may be free from all traces of man's pettiness, it has to
be catholic in its scope. Let not our wonder stop at the 'good
things' of the world. Even the deprivation of living beings and the
ethical and religious failure of men must be an object of our
wonder and curiosity. Guru Nanak is here preparing the religious
seeker to seek a God beyond good and evil. Second, if we
momentarily wonder at some piece of Creation and then plunge
into our worldly concerns, that won't do. The sense of wonder
fulfils its role in human life, if starting from wonder, we try to
understand (bujhan) the phenomena which arouse our wonder,
Only then a man of wonder will fulfil himself—and, hence, could
be called a fully fortunate man.
5. The phenomena of nature having aroused our wonder, we
go on to understand nature. What is Guru Nanak's conception of
nature which we should try to understand ? His concept of nature
as given in sloka 2 almost coincides with the modern scientist's
concept of it. It includes in its spectrum the various forms of the
consciousness of creatures, such as their capacity for sight, hearing,
pleasures and pain; the various bodies in the whole of space,
that is to say, in the cosmos—the sun, moon, planets, etc.-—the
religious and mundane knowledge of men and their cultures,
which generate their virtues and vices and pride and dignity; the
great variety of kinds and species of living beings in the world and
the seasons and climates of the world. Not only should our
consciousness cover this vastness and variety in nature, but it
should try to penetrate behind the tumultuous multitude of
phenomena to see the pure Noumenal Creator swaying the whole
of this nature in His Absolute Oneness.
-

i

6. In contrast to the loftiness to which a man can arise, if
through his heightened sense of wonder, he expands his consciousness to understand the great variety amidst the unity of
nature, it will be appreciated how degraded is the life of the
worldly man immersed in his petty, self-centred pleasures and
concerns. This degradedness of the worldly man is clothed in
paurl 3 in a language which the medieval man could understand.
But even the modern man endeavouring to gain the heights
*
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possible for man will appreciate that the worldly man just wasted
his life, because his mind was blind to all but hi£ own ego-philous
cornerns. Thus, although the man who is unaffiliated to God is
than the affiliated man, the
garded
mellowing of attitude towards him in this pauri. Instead f
shift to his
g him jajmalia -and muh kale, the emph
b
in
karani and the lekha, the judgement on his deeds.) If
mind the fact that a man's deeds are often extorted out of him
which he may h
by his circumstances and his life h
ords, are done under His Hukam), the
the
no control
^blinded man' is more deserving of our commiseration than of
outright condemnation.
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STANZA - IV
Text
Sloka M. 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

1

Bhai vic(i) pavan(u) wahai sadavau
Bhai vic(i) calah(i) lakh dariau
Bhai vic(i) agan(i) kadhai vegar(i)
Bhai vic(i) dhartl dabl bhar(i)
2
;
Bhai vic(i) ind(u) phirai sir bhar(i)
4
Bhai vic(i) raja dharam duar(u)
Bhai vic(i) saraj(u) bhai vic(i) cand(u)
Koh karorl calat na ant(u)
Bhai vic(i) sidh budh sur nath
Bhai vic(i) adane akas ,
Bhai vic(i) jodh mahabal sur

I Bhai (or bhau). In our discussion of the MM Mantra, we said that
Nirbhau (literally, not in fear) means creatively spontaneous. Opposite of
nirbhau is bhai vie (literally, in His fear), which would mean a being who is
determined from outside by some one. As the determiner, implied in each
line of the stanza, is the Noumenal God mentioned in the last line of the sloka
1, everything in this universe moves and has its being as determined by Him or
as ordained by Him. These ordainments are what a scientist would call laws
of nature.
yj( .2 ind(u) (Literally, the god Indra). Among the trinity of Hindu gods,
Indra (as Vishnu) is responsible for the preservation of life. Hence, Guru
Nanak takes Indra as the symbol of the life-preserving aspect of God. (See
Jap(u)ji, stanzas 30-35).
3 Sirb har is a heavy load to lift on one's head, that is to say, a heavy
responsibility or task. Preservation of life in the universe, it will be appreciated, is symbolically a heavy task for Indra.
* Raja dharam duar is invariably translated as Dharmaraj, the Lord of
the Day of Judgement, so to say. But for Guru Nanak, a king deserves this
appellation only if he guards the dharma in his kingdom—he, so to say,
stands guards at the door of dharma.
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12. Bhai vic(i) avah(i) javah(i) par
5
13. Sagalia bhau likhia sir(i) lekh(u)
14. Nanak nirbhau nirankar(u) sac(u) ek(u)

35
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M. 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Naiak nirbhau nirankar(u) hor(i) kete ram raval
KetTa kann kahanla kete bed blear
Kete naeah(i) mangate gir(i) mur(i) purah(i) tal
Bajari bajar mah(i) ai kadhah(i) bajar
Gavahi) raje ranTa bolah(i) al patal.
Lakh takia ke mundare lakh takia ke har
Jit(u) tan(i) palah(i) Nanaka se tan hovah(i) char
Gian(u) na galll dhudhiai kathana karara sar(u)
r
Karam(i) milai ta palai hor hikmat i) hukam(u) khuar(u)

-2-

PAURI
1. Nadar(i) karah(i) je a?an! ta nadari sat(i) gur(u) paia
6
7
2. Eh(u) jlu bahute janam bharammia ta sat(i)gur(i) sabad(u)
sunaia
3. Sat(i)gur(i) jevad(u) data ko nahi sabh(i) suniah(u) lok
sabaia
4. Sat(i) gur(i) millai sac(u) paia jinT vicah(u) ap(u) gavaia
5. Jin(i) saco sac(u) bujhaia
-4Translation
Sloka M. 1
1. The wind ever moves as ordained by Him, that is to say,
under natural laws following from His Noumenal Nature.
2. Hundreds and thousands of rivers flow as ordained by Him.
3. Fire (heat) does its allotted tasks as ordained by Him.
4. As ordained by Him earth carries its great load of plants,
animals, oceans, mountains, etc.
• ;
5 Likhia sir lekh is something written down irrevocably in its fate, something one is destined to do.
, ^ Bahute janam=many lives. If we do not subscribe to the doctrine of
•C

reincarnation, it can only mean a long frustrating time.
7 Sabad=word. But in the Guru Granth, it usually means the (religious^
teaching of the true Guru.
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Indra, the preservative force in the universe, goes on
carrying his heavy responsibilities as ordained by Him.
The ruler stands guard on the door of dharma, that is to
say, maintains the social order characterised by dharma, as
ordained by Him.
As ordained by Him sun and moon
Travel unending millions of miles
The siddhas, buddhas, gods and nathas, that is to say, the
religious leaders of men also live and work, as ordained
by Him.
The stars in the sky are as ordained by Him.
The mighty ones of the earth, do their deeds, as ordained
by Him.
Myriads of beings come and go as ordained by Him.
Every thing, in the universe, is destined to do its task as
ordained by Him.
Says Nanak, the One, the Formless and the Real, the
Noumenal God, alone is outside any law or restraint. He
alone is spontaneously creative.
-1-

6

7.
8.
9.

10
11
12
13
14.

M. 1

;

1. Says Nanak, the Formless, the Noumenal, alone is spontaneously creative ; besides Him others, even the many Ramas, are
as dust.
2

There are many legends of Krishna and expositions in the
sacred books of the divinity of Sri Rama and Sri Krishna.

3

There are many alms-men dancing and gyrating in rhythms
Who are the showmen who act out the stories of Sri Krishna
and Sri Rama.

4
5

They sing praises of these kings and their queens and speak
all kinds of nonsense, for example, that they are the Incarnations of God.

6. 7. Let us not forget that the bodies
these king. and
queens on which we put in the shows
rings and
necklaces worth lakhs of rupees, these bodies, says Nanak
will turn to ashes.

»
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s 8.

We conclude from this that religious enlightenment cannot
be sought through mere talk, that is, by relating the legends
of those whom we consider great. It is hard like iron, in
other words, extremely difficult, to say how we gain enlightenment. But this much can be said that.
x
" 9. We obtain it through His grace. The other devices and
•2rulership lead but to frustrat'on.
PA URI
1. It is through His favour that a man comes across the true
Teacher.
2. Before this happened this man had wandered long and
frustrated before he met the true Teacher, who revealed
to him the true religious teaching.
3. On hearing this teaching he was so struck by it that he
proclaimed Listen, all ye mankind : there is no greater
benefactor in the world than the true teacher.
4. And he proclaimed that only those who divest themselves
of their egoism obtain truth on meeting the true Teacher.
5. Who led us to the insight of the Absolute Real.
-4Commentary
1. Religion is the confrontation in the consciousness of a
finite, transitory being (which is man), with the abiding infinite
reality. Religion is thus a bi-polar phenomenon—one pole of which
is the Great, the Abiding, the Infinite, and the other hyphenated
pole is the mere creaturely. A religious man or any man worth
his destiny, should, therefore, try to understand not only the Selfexisting Creator, but also understand that everything besides Him
is creaturely, that is, ephemeral and determined from outside, that
even his own self is such {sloka \). Only then can he know the
whole Truth. In stanzas II and III, Guru Nanak explained the
self-existing Creator, God in his noumenal and phenomenal
aspects. In stanzas IV and V he explains the creatureliness of
everything else, pointing out to the inevitable conclusion of our
own ephemerality and finitude. But our own finitude is marked
by two things—firstly, we pick upon someone who is great and
ascribe divinity to him and believe that in worshipping him we
also in some measure partake in his divinity. In sloka 2, Guru
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Nanak pricks that bubble. But apart from this attempt at taking
on vicarious divinity
egoism
great stumbling block
coming to a realization of our own creaturehness. To remove this
stumbling block is as necessary as it is difficult. The task is
necessary if we are to reach at Truth. We can get over this hurdle
to the realization of Truth if we are lucky (favoured of God)
enough to come across the true Teacher, who through his teaching,
will dramatically open our eyes to our own littleness and hence
the necessity of divesting ourselves of our egoism, without which
there can be no access to truth. It may be remembered that the
Teacher is not his body, but his teaching, and we can have
access to the true Teacher without his body when we read his
teaching with understanding.
2. In sloka 1, Guru Nanak brings to us the dependence, and
therefore, the creatureliness of everything but God by picking up
some realities in the universe—the wind, water, fire, the whole
earth, the celestial bodies, the great teachers of mankind—and
showing how they live by laws laid out for them, which laws flow
from God's noumenal aspect. In sloka 2, Guru Nanak clinches
Sri Rama and
th issue by showing the creatureliness of
Sri Krishna whom their devotees all but equate with God. If
that is so, who are we ? And, hence, in the paurl Guru Nanak
mentions the need to divest ourselves of our egoism. Without
ridding ourselves of our egoism we simply cannot attain to
od's Cre
ultimate Truth, however deep we may delve
(kudarat) without our sense of wonder (vismad) at the Creat
This divesting ourselves of egoism is the great prize of religi
ach of raw man
comes
of
life But the prize is
with luck to the cultivated man who assimilates the tradition
embodied in the words of the true teachers of mankind. There is
also lies a lesson for
other way to absolute Truth. In this
the true Teacher The greatest
those who take Guru Nanak
k
offer
him
is
not
to
praise
hirjpi—since
mere
prai
we
to
God—but
to
walk
the
path
of
God.
That
lead
Guru and try o assimilate
say, we should treat Guru Nanak
him merely
>his teaching and not to praise him and thus
beloved Teach
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STANZA - V
Text
Sloka M. 1
1

2

1. Ghana sabhe gopla pahar kann gopal
2. Gahane paun(u) pan! baisantar(u) cand(u) suraj(u) avatar
3
4
3. Sagall dhartl mal(u) dhan(u) vartan(i) sarab janjal
-14. Nanak musai gian vihunl khai gaia jamakal(u)
M.l
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Vain(i) cele nacan(i) gur
Pair halain(i) pheran(i) sir
Ud(i) ud(i) rava jhatai pai
Vekhai lok(u) hasai ghar(i) jai
Rotla karan(i) purah(i) tal
Ap(u) pacharah(i) dhartl nal(i)
Gavan(i) gopla gavan kan
Gavan(i) slta raje ram
Nirbhau nirankar(u) sac(u) nam(u)
Ja. ka kla sagal jahan(u)
Sevak sevah(i) karam (i) carau
5
Bhinni rain(i) jina man(i) cau
Sikhl sikhia gur vicar(i)
Nadarl karam(i) laghae par(i)

1 Ghari, an Indian measure of time equal to 24 minutes.
2
1L 1P
Pahar, an Indian measure of time equal to three hours.
3 Sagali dharti mHl(u) dhan. The kings of the solar and lunar dynasties,
were cakravarti kings, kings whose sway, according to the ideas of their
times, covered the whole earth. They thus commanded the wealth of the whole
purposes. N

o

LA

)

5 Bhinni rain : The peaceful and sinless condition of man's inner self
(MZihUn KQS )

/
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15. Kolu carakha cakl cak(u).
\6. Thai varole bahut(u) anant(u).
17. Lata madhania anagah
18. Pankhi bhaudia. lain(i) na sah
19. Suai car(i) bhavaiah(i) jant
20. Nanak bhaudia ganat na ant
21. ^Bandhan bandh(i) bhavae soi
6
22. Paiai kirat(i) nacai sabh(u) koi
23. Nac(i) nac(i) hasah(i) calah(i) se roi
24. Ud(i) na jahl sidh na hoh(i)
25. Nacan(u) kudan man ka cau
26. Nanak jin man(i) bhau tina man(i) bhau
PAURI
7
1. Nau tera nirankar(u) hai nai laiai narak(i) najalai
2. Jiu pind(u) sabh(u) tisda de khajai akh(i) gavalai
3. Je lorah(i) canga apana kar(i) punnah(u) nlc(u) sadaiai
4. Je jarvana paraharai jar(u) ves karedl aiai
5. Ko rahai na bharlai paiai '
-5Translation
Sloka M. 1
1. The gopis the beloveds of Sri Krishna were like the evanescent
gharis, the cowherd Krishna like the evanescent pahars.
2. The incarnations of moon and sun that is, the Candravamsl
and Surajvamsi dynasties to which Sri Krishna and Sri Rama
respectively belonged were the embellishments of evanescent
seasons.
3. The wealth of the whole world was the means for their
worldly involvements in the course of establishing and maintaining their supremacy.
4. Nanak says, they only deceive themselves who forget that
all these mighty ones were after all devoured by Yama, the
killer.
/

V

•

6 Paiai kirat(i) : 'Because of our deeds to be done having been written
so' (Mahan Kosl p. 545). We would express the same idea by saying 'by our
inner nature as implanted in us by God.'
\\y 7 Narak(i) is hell, Demythologizing it, we come to its meaning as
'suffering'.
•
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M. 1
1. /« the popular way of worshipping Sri Rama and Sri Krishna
the disciples play music to the tune of which the teachers
dance.
2 They move their feet and sway their heads in rhythms.
3 The dust upthrown by their dancing feet blows into their hair.
4 The spectators see the show and go away laughing to their
homes,
5 Because they know that it is only to earn their living that the
teacher and his disciples stage their shows,
6 And throw themselves on the ground in feigned devotion.
7 Thus they worship Sri Krishna and Sri Rama. But the gopis
and king Krishna.
8. and Sita and king Rama themselves glorify
9. The Real, the Noumenal God, who is spontaneously creative,
and Formless One,
10 Who has created the whole world.
11 These servants of the Lord
Him by offering Him their
great deeds.
12 Blessed are they who delight in serving Him in this way.
13 We have learnt this precept from the Teacher's wisdom.
14 It is through His favour that the Gracious Lord takes us
beyond the ocean of this world of egoism.
15 The oil press, the spinning wheel, the handmill, the potter's
wheel,
16 The countless whirlwinds in the desert,
17 The tops, the churns, the grain-threshers,
18 The birds—these things that go round and round ceaselessly
and helplessly because driven by others,
19 The game which we hoist on a pike and revolve on it in order
to roast it.
20 And countless other things, O Nanak, that similarly go round
and round driven helplessly
21 It is like
these that He swirls men held helplessly in the
grip of their cosmic bonds.
22 Everybody is thus dancing helplessly by his innate nature
implanted in him by God.
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23.

Thus dancing, men pass away their lives, some in happiness,
others in sorrow.
24. They cannot fly out of their bonds nor conquer them or escape
from them.
25. For those who are ignorant of the deterministic nature of their
being this dancing and prancing appear as of their own sweet
will;
26. But says Nanak, for those who understand His ordainment,
this understanding generates in their mind love and devotion
to Him.
—2—
PA URI
1.

O Lord, by dwelling on Your Noumenal, Formless Being we
avoid suffering.
2. The soul and the body both belonging to Him, we just waste
our words when we ask Him to provide us sustenance.
3. If we really wish our good, we should rather do good unto
others and even doing so count ourselves as lowly.
4. If mindless of his finitude and transitoriness a man would try
to evade his old age, he should know that old age shall come
in one form or the other, that
5. No one is abiding—every one's measure of life shall one day
be filled.
—5—
Commentary
1. In sloka 1, Guru Nanak reinforces the idea of sloka 2 of
the last stanza, that those whom many of us worship, however
great they were in their own time, were themselves subject to
death, and hence, finite beings—not worthy of our worship, which
should be offered to the Abiding One alone. In sloka 2 he clinches
the argument in two ways. In the first place, since people know
that those who worship Sri Rama and Sri Krishna in public do so
only for very earthly motives, and, hence, hypocritically, people
just laugh at their stunts. Thus, instead of creating a feeling of
holiness in the minds of the spectators, their performance has just
the opposite effect. Secondly, says Guru Nanak, those whom these
showmen ostensibly worship, they themselves worshipped the Lord,

\
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the Creator of the Universe, by offering Him their great deeds.
What is then the meaning of worshipping the worshipper of the
Lord ? Why not seek directly the favour of the Lord ?
•

2. The latter part of sloka 2, from line 15 onwards, again
reinforces in a more vivid language the idea in sloka 1 of the
last stanza. Whether they will or not, men must do what God
has willed they shall do. Nobody, not even the greatest, can escape
from this determinism. An ignorant man has the illusory satisfaction of being an agent in his own right. But a man who knows
that everything works in accordance with His laws, will understand that our right relationship to Him is our unreserved
acceptance of His Will. This acceptance of His Will is our love
or worship of Him.
3. Modern man is greatly concerned about his freedom,
while Guru Nanak takes away all freedom from all finite beings,
including man. To modern man this is an affront to his dignity.
He will go even to the length of denying God, if God means a
denial of his own free will. To my mind, if we go deeper into this
question we will find that there is no irresolvable contradiction
between the belief of the 20th century man and the position taken
by Guru Nanak. There is no doubt that a man is so much freer,
that is, self-determined an entity, than, say, a stone, that the two
are in a way things or beings, belonging altogether to different
worlds. Generally, as we ascend the evolutionary ladder,
organisms are seen to possess more and more freedom, that is,
self-determination. With man, who possesses self-consciousness
and is capable of acquiring knowledge, his self-determination
takes a leap much beyond what we can ever imagine of an animal
lower than man. As man's knowledge accumulates and his
technology grows as a result of this expanding knowledge, his
freedom also expands, so that man's freedom and dignity is as
much a fact of nature as his own existence. But let us not forget
that man has come to this freedom and dignity as a result of
evolution. Now, evolution or rather the movement from infinitesimal finitude to the Abiding Infinite, is an ideality of cosmic
scope. It is as much an ideality as is, for example, gravitation
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or electricity, and as such is an aspect of God, the Noumenal,
whom we described earlier as the system of coherent idealities.
In other words, whatever freedom man possesses, he possesses it
because of the working of His laws, which are the expression
of His Noumenal Being. He is still subject to His laws as much
as a stone is, and is as much driven by his nature implanted in
him by God as is the stone driven by its nature implanted in it
by God. Further, though man has come a long way from the
lower animals, let alone the inorganic nature, for the evocation
of his religious consciousness it is best if man, instead of looking below at the animals, looks above to God. The former
stance will only bloat his ego and keep him from approaching
the divine, the latter will show how lowly, (nic), he still is, and
will help him to take off the egoistic blinders from his eyes in
preparation for achieving the vision of the Truth.
4. Note the shift of emphasis in the religious attitude with
the deepening of religious insight. In stanza III, the religious
man, though he has an idea of God, regards the other man, the
worldly man, so low as to deserve to be driven to hell. In stanza
V, the religious man looks upon all the creatures in the universe,
including himself, as but puppets in His hands and thus comes to
see how low he himself is. The truly religious man on seeing
the worldly man does not cry : "that sinner . . .", but, seeing
how lowly he himself is, sees a brother in him and tries to help
him. He gives himself in the service of others.
5. The pauri of this stanza brings together the three
elements of the highest in religion—(a) dwelling in the consciousness of God, (b) divesting ourselves of our egoism and , so living
in our consciousness (not obssession) of being creatures in our
ephemerality and finitude and, (c) service of others. Living in the
consciousness of the Noumenal God, we rid ourselves of the
suffering to which men are heir to. This is the bliss to which
reference will be made in the next stanza. Our whole being
belongs to Him. That being so, it is pointless to ask Him to
maintain what is His. Instead of thinking of our daily bread, we
should rather try to realise our good, that is, raise ourselves

X
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towards Him, by serving others, without any trace of priding
forget the ephemerality of
ourselves for that. And
lives. No one can keep off ageing and death. When the measure
of our life becomes full, we all must depart.
II and III was
tward, though
Th vision in
Godward-bound vision. The vision in stanzas IV and V is an
inward-seeing vision, which sees us, as we are, finite and ephemeral
creatures in the hands of God. The full religious vision combines
the two visions, as is done in thepaurl of this stanza.
6

\

STANZA - VI
Text
Sloka M- 1
Musalmana siphat(i) sarlat(i) par(i) par(i) karah(i) bicar(u)
Bande se ji pavah(i) vic(i) band! vekhan kau didar(u).
1
Hindu salahi salaban(i) darsan(i) rup(i) apar(u) .
Tirath(i) navah(i) area puja agar vas(u) bahakar(u)
(i) dhiavan(i)
alakh nam(u) kartar(u)
Jog
6. I Sukham murat(i) nam(u) niranjan kaia ka akar(

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I Darsan(i) rup(i) apar(u). The reference here is to the manifestation of
the Lord (his darsan) in his visva rupa (universal, but phenomenal Form),
as described inThe 11th chapter of the Gita. When God is seen in any of
his manifest forms, His worship (puja) is usually done through a ritual which
consists of offerings to him—especially the offering of fragrant burning
incense and flowers. Again, pilgrimage to holy places is a form of worshipping
It he deity.
^

or

u

2 Lines 5 & 6 of si ok a I :hThe yogis who are the followers of Guru
Gorakhnath, believe that the whole universe is evolved from the Absolute,
whom they call Lord Siva, through the activity of Sakti, which is an inseparable aspect of Siva. The gradual unfdldment of sakti takes place in five stages
nija sakti, apart sakti, apara sakti; sltksama sakti and kundalini sakti. At the
end of this evolutionary process is the Absolute Difference - less Consciousness, that is, Siva, who in His primordial Realit y, takes the form of the
variegated Cosmic Body, the parapinla. Corresponding to the five stages
of the evolution of sakti, or the awakening of sakti, as the yogis name
tire evolution, we have the five forms of the spiritual consciousness of the
Cosmic Body - the Aparampararh, the Parfimparath, the Sunyaih, the Niranjanam and the Paramatman. Note that the penultimate stage of the unfoldme.it
of sakti is Suksma, to which correspond s the aspect of Siva as Niranjana.
The next stage is the full appearance of the cosmos which is reflected in the
0<
microcosm of the human body. In swift strokes of his pen, Guru Nanak
A
telescopes this whole doctrine in line 6 of this sloka, by correlating the
» penultimate stages of sakti & siva—the suksma and the Niranjana. Guru
the
Gorakhnath conceives of the human body as the micr

i.i

*
\

*
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Satla man(i) santokh(u) upajai denai kai vlcar(i).
De de mangah(i) sahasaguna sobh kare sansar(u).
Cora jara tai kuriara kharaba vekar
Tk(i) hoda khai calah(i) aithaU tina bhi kai kar.
3
4
5
Jal(i) thal(i) jla purla loa akara akar.
Oi ji akhah(i) su tun hai janah(i) tina bhi ten sar.
Nanak bhagta bhukh salahan(u) sac(u) nam(u) adhar(u).
Sada anand(i) rahah(i) din(u) rati gunavantia pachar(u).
-1-

M. 1

*

1. Mitt! Musalman kl perai pat kumiar.
2. Ghar(i) bhande ita kia jaladl kare pukar
3. Jal(i) jal(i) rovai papurl jhar(i) jhar(i) pavah(i) angiar.
4. Nanak jin(i) karatai karan(u) kia so janai kartar(u).

-2-

Cosmic Body, the para pin la, and promulgates an esoteric doctrine, called
the Pin ia Vicar, which enables a seeker to achieve Absolute Consciousness
by meditating at various levels of consciousness in his own body. The
spinal cord, the meru dan la of the yogis, carries in it a nerve which they call
susumna narL There are nine, in some versions six, 'cakras' or complexes,
in this nari from the lowest point between the anus and the root of the
genitals to the highest point in the cerebrum. These cakras represent points
on the sustnana, and by an esoteric technique the yogi can concentrate on
one cakra after another and enter ascending planes of consciousness by
'piercing' one cakra after another (Cakrabhcda). The ascent is identified
with the ascent of sakti or kundalinJ. When sakti reaches the highest cakra,
known as the Tlkasa cakra, the yogi is absorbed in Absolute Consciousness.
This stage of concentration of consciousness (samadhi) is also called param
sunya, referred to in line 5 of this sloka. (The material for this explanation has
hant Paddhati)
^y
/ 3 Puna : Inhabited places or cities. I
_ _ . Worlds
t ( >**/
r
5 Akara akar : form after form, that is, innumerable forms.
*) ' /ill+
// 6 Kar an kia: made it all happen. The reference is to the making of a
•
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Muslim, as of all men, from physical elements, collectively called mitti or
clay, and then the return of living clay to lifeless clay at death) God
alone knows how He fashions the best of men, as Muslims claimed themselves in the time of Guru Nanak, from common clay and then divests the
clay of all life to become the raw material for the potter. The Muslim's
clay, so to say, bewails its degradation in this way. But the Creator, who
is the sustainer of Universal life, alone knows his secret of the clay-withlife and clay-sans-life.
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PAURl
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1. Bin(u) sat(i) gur kinai na paio bin(u) sat(i) gur kinai na
paia.
2. Sat(i) gurvic(i) ap(u) rakhion(u) kar(i) pargaj(u) akh(i)
sunaia.
3. Sat(i) gur miliai sada mukt(u) hai jin(i) vicah(u) moh(u)
cukaia.
4. Utam(u) eh(u) blcar(u) hai jin(i) sace siu cit(u) laia
-65. Jag jivan(u) data paia.
Translation
Sloka M. 1
1. Among the Muslims, he is praiseworthy who reads the
shari 'at collectively, the books explaining Muslim law and
code of conduct deeply and reflects on it.
2. According to the Muslims they are men of God who seclude
themselves from men to have a sight of Him.
3. Praiseworthy Hindus, seeing in their minds the Universal
Lord in his phenomenal Form, adore Him.
4. They bathe in places of pilgrimage and worship Him through
rituals, such as burning sweet smelling incense and offering
fragrant things, such as flowers.
5. The Yogis who consider themselves as men of special religious
excellence establishing themselves in the stage of meditation
called sunya? void, or param sunya, the Absolute Void, meditate on the various names or attributes of the essentially
unknowable Creator.
6. They meditate on the siiksama stage of His materialized sakti,
under which He is known as Niranjan, from which in the next
stage the Cosmic Body the macrocosm takes shape.
7. The minds of the munificient ones are filled with joy at the
thought of giving charities.
8. As they give, they ask God to compensate them a thousand
fold; still the world praises them.
9. Against the above kinds of men who are popularly seen as personifying the good, there are the evil men, such as the thieves,
the paramours, the liars, the wicked and the sinners,
•
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10. And who pass away dissipating what they have—all these
too, have something to do, have some function in God's
Creation.
11. And then there are innumerable forms of living beings in water
and on land, in human habitations and the worlds.
12. You alone know what they ask of you, what they need; they
too are under your care.
13. O Nanak, the devotees of God only crave for the glorification
of this Real one, the Noumenal God, who is the support of
the entire life in the universe—good, bad or indifferent.
14. In this glorification of Him always, day and night, they live
in blessedness—I am but the dust of the feet of such men
of excellence.
—1 —
M. 1
1. The earthly remains, the clay of a muslim, came to be made
into balls by a potter.
2. From these balls he fashioned earthenware and bricks. As
the clay was being baked in fire, it wailed.
3. As sparks were shed from the burning clay, it was as if the
poor thing, the clay of the Muslim, was shedding tears as it
was burning.
4. How the Creator brought all this to happen, says Nanak,
He alone knows.
—2—
PAURI
1. Without the true Teacher no one has found Him in the remote or recent past.
2. He has established Himself in the true Teacher. The latter
having revealed His true nature, proclaimed Him through his
word.
3. He who has cast away egoistic attachment to the world, such
a one will always achieve liberation on meeting the true
Teacher.
4. The quintessence of wisdom is this : he who has oriented his
mind to the Real One,
5. He will find in Him the Universal Source of life.
—6—
i
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Commentary
Guru
Nanak
takes
us
to
the
high
In
this
1.
gated
life
and
the
Universal
Source
of
infinitely
of God
beyond good and evil. The vision of such a God, as we have seen
and will shortly see from another angle, can be achieved only if
we try to understand His Creation, taking off the distorting glasses
of our egoism. An egoism-less man who contemplates a God
beyond good and evil loses all tensions within his being and attains
perpetual bliss. Such a man has achieved the highest state of
ntioned
in
line
2
of
the
god
consciousness.
He
relig
sloka 1 of the first stanza of this Var.
2. In stanza XXV of the Jap(u), after recounting some types
of evil men, Guru Nanak exclaims, "O Lord, these too are Your
7
creation. " He means thereby that those whom we call evil also
role
to
say,
have
His
Creation,
that
have a plac
play in the great drama of Creation So also in sloka 2 of the
VI after recounting godly men, Guru Nanak mentions
and
wicked
robb
paramours
thieves (
wastrels and adds : They too have something to do in His Crea
He
means
thereby
that
they
must
be
taken
tion.
of the great variety of life springing from its ultimate Source in
m m _ a point which is reinforced in the next two lines (11 and 12)
of this sloka. This means that we must realize that God is beyond
oood and evil, that good and evil are just human categories of
thought, and that no ultimate reality res des in them
Let
us
go
over
with
understanding
into
the
different
types
3
of
truth
the
contradictions
and
deg
of evil men and
thieves and robbers
our thinking about them. Take, for
When a sing e man misappropriates another man's property we
call him a thief and a robber. When such misappropriation of
property is preached and practised on a mass scale (as was done
in Russia and China, some years ago) we call it social justice. And
no doubt such a transfer of property from the haves to the haveuseful
role
in
has
played
what
thievery
nots—for that
7 Eh(i) bhidm(i) ter cBtnr. ggs p. 5.

